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The Tulean Dispatch staff
joins in with the many loyal
Americans in Newell in dedi
cating this publication to
the Japanese-Americans who
volunteered their services
to the United States armed
forces.
In their willingness to
state their lives. and fight
for their native land des
pite the adversity of their
circumstances they have made
known to ' all free rnn.n .whh
are fighting, a new and rich
concept of American democracy.
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I ' 33fa-e first anniversary- of Tule Lake Project marks another
milestone in the lives of 15,000 Japanese evacuees. It
' also marks the beginning of a new life for thousands of
loyal Japanese-Americans. Some will assume a completely new
role' in the olive drab uniforms of American soldiers. Others
will emerge out of their physical confinements of sentry
towers and fences, out of the self-imposed darkness of doubt
and fear into- s> new world to face new responsibilities with
new determination. By new responsibilities is meant the ac
ceptance of obligations and trials borne of all citizens in
any democratic community.
The book attempts to symbolize the earnestness of the War
Relocation Authority, which is in no way responsible for the
evacuation, in permanently resettling individual Japanese
evacuees into normal American community as rapidly as pos
sible. Hational Director Dillon S. Myer and staff have un
dertaken a gigantic social problem for which there is no
precedent in American history.
Accounts of the progress and adventure of the first year
cannot possibly be recorded exhaustively in this little book.
To do so would require volumes of research work. What is
attempted—more or less—is a general picture of the lives
of the Japanese evacuees, the description of their temporary
home, the glimpse of their social and economic backgrounds
and how they think and feel.
With the realization that this gathering is not so much a
complete summary as. a living record of the evacuees, it is
hoped that the collection will move all American, readers
closer to the problems of Japanese-Americans.
In preparation of this book, the editor has had the ad
vantage of the guidance of Dr. Yamato Ichihashi, former pro
fessor of Japanese government and history at Stanford Uni
versity and author of "Japanese in the United States,,r and
Mr. John D. Cook, Tule Lake Project reports officer.
-The Editor
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Ills.rainbow comes once more
To.areh the clearing blue,
Bending above this new
City; and triers before •
Se lies the verdant moor
Of lane-bed bathed with dew,
And • barracks stand in view
On right side of this tof.
With out1stratchet hands I cry
For - joy that blooms in seven
Rich colors in a bow.
It holds me rapt, and oh,
My heart leaps to the heaven,
r almost" "reach the' sky*
Ken Yasuda

'THE BUTTE-

D n t t o ductLori

TULE LA k i

1942

New; comes the sun with distance-piercing days
Revealing far the earth of folded past,
Reminding kin to kin of common birth,
Of fires endured, of dusty rains consumed.
Beneath these hills lie countless memories:
Of mountains born in flames, their watery graves;
Engulfing death, and ever-creeping life;
The terrored days of our white sister's birth,
Uho now -serene and quiet with her veil,
Was born a black and wanton hellion' cone
Spewing her thickened blood of liquid stone
Of silent watching broods of cliffs ar.d buttes;.*
Of blackened skies and yellow lightning's blows,
Recoiling earth, the, deadl3r hail of rocks;
Of seeing far the herds of dying doer
Sunk in a sea of flesh-consuming fumes.'
Now to our quiet land so rich with pain,
Now to our laps great hordes of black-haired men
Each day at dawn arrive with waving .arms,
Their earthly stores bound up in bags and crates,
Fleeing some god to find a refuge here.
Beyond the curve of earth,'what range has burst?
On crumpled smoking plains, what thousands perished?
—o.

The book presents a series of articles written
by young authors; they "touch upon various aspects
of the evacuee life as experienced by the nisei
during the past year. The articles are descrip
tive, historical, sociological, reflective, im
pressionistic and even flippant, and thus, because
of their nature, they may appear somewhat disjoint
ed. Nevertheless, they, as a whole, vividly por;tray
and reveal tho nisei minds as affected by
what has happened to them since .the outbreak-cf
war. The writers speak simply and sincerely that
which they have felt and thought, and of the new
environments in which they have been forced to
live. To them it has been a drama, indeed, an in
tense one, that has involved some 110,000 human
souls; the drama has embodied many comedies and
tragedies.
How these comedies and tragedies
strike the uninitiated can only be surmised, but
to thoso who have actually participated in them,
they are apt to stick for a long time. Ultimate
ly, however, it is hoped that the more intelligent
and courageous, at least, will emerge philosophi
cally victorious.
At the same time, any human drama, and, in par
ticular, a tragic one, whether fleeting and limit
ed in scope or not, should not escape the serious
attention of the thinking public since it too is
involved even if indirectly. After all, unless
the public is willing to rectify mistakes (commit
ted by whom does not matter), and then to help in
restoring to a normal life, these unfortunate eva
cuees and more especially those of the young gen
eration, this so human a problem will likely breed
vst another far more tragic one that might drive
them into a philosophy of despair. This must he
avoided.
This writer is an old man and a long resident
in the United States, whose mature years were de-

voted to teaching of American youths with, the
dream that their cultural life be rendered richer.
Life is a serious business, and it should not be
•shattered by transitory misfortunes. It must go
on. Thinking men and women should read, the arti
cles in order to learn from them and to penetrate
into 'the minds of their authors. Then they will
understand the nature of their problems. With a
necessary knowledge, they can help intelligently
in solving them. If necessary, these few words
may be interpreted as an appeal from a man .who is
not entirely ignorant of American,, and Jap an as 3
as well as their ideals, to those capable of view
ing youth problems sympathetically -and striving
for the general betterment of life.
Yam.-to Ichihashi
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nisei who lived up and down the
ham, in the fishing villages,
the farms, in sawmill camps. It
account of a single person, one
est which we are a part.
viland

8
coast from. San Diego to Sellingin -the city apartment houses, on
is hoped, however, that from the
may get an idea of the vasx for—

LAW"

r—|So America that I tab# 1= tie Pacific Northwest, the. farfilllcnas of the Paget Sound region. The first impressions of
|
'
cMid^ood ere those of disking harness as father drove pis
team eariv in the morning, to clear the land going ouu wid his
' c •
oinoD-e "oaded with dynamite and cnain to snag oa» tne
r u m b nl i n g s
l
o
u
g
e
o
f

—jor the anniversary issue on the founding of the Tuie Lake Pj^P ject, the Sditor has asked as t.o. write ail article on the scj cial background cf the Pacific Coast Japanese from the "sch
ool boy" Japanese to the present day. I accepted, the job gladly,
thinking, that it would be an interesting research. I read up on
the history of Japanese and their problems-on the Pacific Coast,
and even went through the voluminous reports and transcriptions
of the Tolan-committee, hearings. And now the job seems appalling.
I have decided that I am not a scholar after all, but would much
rather be a post. From sheer laziness I prefer to insinuate the
forest from speculating 011 a single leaf, which is the methodology cf the poet, rather than to present the forest by gathering
statistics on the number and variety of leaves per square mile
which is the methodology of the scholar.
This particular leaf refers to myself, a nisei, who lived on
the Pacific Coast, now living in a relocation center. The forest
is all cf us .Japanese who were living on the Pacific Coast. I
shall try to tell about myself, hov/ I lived, how I thought. It
is impossible that this particular person is typical of all the

ASA
til lLggins of endless ditches through tha Muck KCk,
fir't da's in the country scnoolhouse, munching ,—,nut u
Si
CO-; and robber; the. teacher who, used to play
Att AcAeAor as so used to sing "aood horning to
Itf,,, CMidhoc-a days in retrospect seed full of peace nnd,noppig
AA
A
Aero -As one thing which I.renumber as a dark shadow
Aer' mv childhood and youth. In .these days there, was a-Old I
reefer my parents using in hushed voices od
while half asleep and a vague unhfeppiaesS -odd douvle .e.
Vi-bo"—was the word; "Land Law".
'
• u-.,
Ah.
w.^ocv:--_ho" ' -ecj.it I was to realize as.> grwVV G^r
.
AO<Si~
-na?
„ ;L ue-sage of the alien land- lew, my fatner
several years a-er tie p . &
teamwork and raising cow
went to worn for a dairy,
— 110Ver ,.-it.p?y working
feed -for the corpQxctio-.
bout the "futureless job",
for someone
else, and was talmin..boutA x.
^
let.
Then one spring he was gifen a hu-f^n^^^
^at a good
tuce. my motner too*. c„ »
,v
-cre, this time mother
Price. Hext spring we were k-e^anot^ Ofc.
grew peas, ana tuna
•> P "Ip
dually father Horsed h-. j>
.mere for the family, wd it

for

the dairy, and aero and
ws. extended bur prooame .directly

to

carious
,fpJAiLd ApeAse aliens from leasing
us, for the "land !<-'
LAural oarposes, » that we were
land or oufn?"^.fAAA"; but "working". Thecropwasr.il
sSd T°— AA, and we kept a diligent record of the time
spent working ^/^Lifficult

ao5;.4o for

the Japanese farm-
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lag pretty sure that he would not run afoul of the "land law".
In schools, or when it was neuesooxy to fill out occupational
blanks, we would swallow our pride and write "farm laborers" when
asked about our parent's occupation. Gradually, however, the
specter of the "land law" dissolved from the consciousness ol ohe
Japanese community# It was not .that the _i_a r was ch-XLt^ed., bu^
rather that the children became citizens of age, citizens with
rights to be like anyone else, first here, then there, then at an
accelerated rate throughout the valley, until most of the fami
lies were to farm the land again. Many nisei became good farmers,
manv began, to take active pert in the cooperatives, many began
to go into the shipping business, some for private shippers,
others working for the cooperatives. Twenty years after the
enactment of the alien land law, no one paid any attention to it,
least of all the white-Americans, for seeing the orderly rows of
crops that filled' the valley, the vegetables and berries that
were so plentiful, the thousands fr<m the towns and 3d ties who
found employment as harvesters" in the suaasr, they knew where the
prosperity of the valley lay.
>is we grew older aiong
i. n tne dyin^A Oi. *. he '
-uehf,
.
consciousness as "Japanese", a racial entity, grew ncss and xess.
As most Japanese families, we wore intensely "neighbor cc-aneious".
There is a Japanese saying "The neighbor next door—mmi than the
brother far " awav"—meaning that the man next doer is mpea more
important than any kin who say to for away. It sd£ht seeir: a
strange nhilosoohy to a people to wtos famixy is so imporucnt,
but when considered thoughtfully, it is but a manifestation of
the intense social consciousness cf the Japanese.
Whatever the principles may be, we .were always close to our
Arertoan neighbors. The first of the vegetables would go to our
turn would bring their reniaon fror. their
y
bur-tin? trips and trout from their fishing trips. At Christmas,
the same Santa Glaus would visit both houses. The children would
go Easter Egg hunting together. Mother would exchange recipes.
At school as we grew older, there was less and less consciousness
of race, progressing together we made new friends, sad through
clubs and Boy Scout troops, and. Hi-Y, through the fellowship of
learning algebra and suffering Julius Caesar together, we became
personalities, rather than Japanese or "hakujin.". j3eCcO.se of in—
^ent and high—minded teachers, no one iext i'out oi an^
class room discussions.

wt

i5 in

-i---*
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Tho social life of our parents, however, was to have a differ
ent direction. In spite of the neighborly friendliness with ev
eryone, still the difference in the backgrounds and the barrier
of the English language haltingly used kept them from being
wholly satisfied. They wanted their friends, especially those
from the same "ken", or province from which they .came, so that
they could talk of their boyhood, of the rivers and villages that
theyhad known together in their youth.
"When too old men get together, their provincial dialects would
come forth, so that an understanding listener could tell imme
diately from which province these men had come. Thus were born
the "Kenjin Kai's" (Provincial Clubs) so maligned in-the American
press; h§ some mysterious-power to control the members in a poli
tical—way—which in reality were semi-formal groups of people
from the same locality., whose bonds were common'childhood. It
could well be imagined that Hew Yorker meeting another New Yorker
on the other side of the Atlantic would have a great deal to talk
rbout in common.
"fil H O N J ! N KAl"
unique institution of the first generation.Japanese, how—
ever, was the Japanese Association. It was founded wherever
Japanese were found in numbers. Historically it was first
founded in San Francisco in 1900 when during an outbreak'of Bu
bonic Fiaguo, all Orientals, both men and women, were subjoctsd
to a violent form of injection in public, and the Japanese as a
group protested to the municipal health officers against the
practices. This is not .to say that the Japanese Associations
stem from this occasion, but the incident serves to illustrate
the general characteristics and the raison d'etre of the organi
zation. Fundamentally it is not a social organization. Bather
it acts as a'clearing house for the problems that arise to any
racial minority, especially with a language handicap.
A list of the activities of the Japanese Association of Auburn,
Washington during the last several years would be illuminating as
to its character. When in 1S40, the new income tax laws went in
to effect, bringing into the fold of income tax payers many Jap
anese farmers who had never had an income large enough to be fa
miliar with income tax forms,, to v/hom the terms Capital invest
ment, depreciation, non-exemption, were difficult, it. was the
Japanese Association which took the initiative in bringing to-

J
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gether many farmers and with the aid of the nisei from the Japan
ese .American Citizens League explained to them the working of the
complicated tax forms. When the nisei soldiers began to be draf
ted into the army, it was the Japanese Association which spon
sored banquets and gifts for the departing soldiers as is appro
priate- to the occasion.
Another activity is the sponsoring of the New Year's Day meet
ings, to which all the residents of the district came to exchange
greetings, abolishing sensibly the old custom of "Nenshi", of go
ing from one house to another until by the time the fourth, house
is reached, one is necessarily intoxicated from the obligatory cups.
The Japanese Associations of the Pacific Northwest were in
strumental in holding a series of annual conferences for the ni
sei farmers, securing for the lectures aid discussions special
ists from the State Department of Agriculture ana from the State
College of Washington. The delegates were asked to bring lack to
their respective districts notes and suggestions to be reported
to the local association meeting. Dearest tc the heart of the
youngsters was the annual Japanese Picnic, looked forward to as
an institution of many decades' standing. One can see from the
foregoing activities that the Japanese Associations has its clos
est counterpart in the Chamber of Commerce of the American civic
life. Gradually of late, its powers and necessity for its exis
tence Lave been waning, to be replaced by the younger people's
groups.
In passing, it must be said' that it was the existence of the
Association with its group entity, with its ponderous threat of
group disapproval which was largely responsible for the lew crime
record of the young Japanese immigrants in their younger days.

THE

NISEI

WORLD

n
ike the Japanese .Associations, the Japanese Language school
1i was a distinctly issei-sponsored institution. There are a
| D-j variety of reasons for their establishment in America. First
there is the pride that most first generation Japanese feel in
their Oriental culture. To many parents, the. thought that their
children should be unable to read or write in the language of
their parents was unthinkable. Coupled too with the meagerness
of American literature on Oriental matters, with the ric'uness of
the heritage of culture that could be opened with this key of
language, it is little surprising that parents insisted upon the
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children learning to read and write the Chinese characters.
Secondly, there was the vocational consideration. As the ni
sei grew up, more and more it was realized that position in Amer
ican firms were closed to them, and that the only firms which
would employ the second generation Japanese were the Japanese
firms or American firms doing business with the Japanese, and that
they 'were employed on the basis of their knowledge of the Japan
ese language. Consequently, there was a tremendous interest in
the studv of the Jauanese language when it was felt that the suc
cess in life seemed to depond on whether or not the second gener
ation could read and write in the language of their parents. It
is to be seen that the difficulties were tremendous, and the re
sults achieved fall far short of expectations.
The-'-e is another world in which we lived, tne nisoi world.
This, too, was a world full of groups and institutions. The^first
group for the young people was the Japanese Young people's socie
ty, 'an all-inclusive group for the young people in their teens.
It had been sponsored by the Japanese association to educate us
socially, not in the sense of mingling together, out rather as a
medium through which we would begin to feel our responsibility as
young men and women. That, was the ideal conceived by the elders.
Tie members' ideals were quite different, -o had as our-leader^a
liberal intelligent young man who was nisei, and we had, the pri
vilege of listening to him talk about the structure of Japanese
language, about the history of Oriental culture; we .earned to
work together with the girls in preparing for parties ana ban
quets.
On rare occasians we went
to theaters together, he did
not auite reach 'the stage of
dancing until several years
later. However, games such as
drop-the-handkerchief, winkum,
hot potato, were thrilling enough. Several times the Jap
anese Association
received
protests from outraged peonue
who had heard terrible stories
o£ behavior, claiming
this
creation of the Association to
be a moral disgrace to the Au-
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burn community.
Ivlaiiy demands were made that' the group be divided into girls'
'and boys' groups, and that they meet separately as is proper. How
ever, our leader stuck it out, and Japanese Young People's Society
'survived its first trial by rumor.

NISEI

GROUPS

FLOURISH

l~\ s the nisei grew more numerous, more and more groups began .to
/A \ be formed. Hirst the Christian young people formed a group
ZAiknown as the Auburn Christian fellowship., its.members gener
ally composed of the children of the few Christian families in
the district. Then the Buddhist young people were organized into
the YKBA and the "MBA. There was a girls' club organized known
as the Lioness Club, why so named, I never found out.
There were, in addition,' many athletic teams, baseball in the
spring, basketball in the Wintar, ageaes&td by the Young People's
Society. At one time there v.are flv<S
in existence in our
community. The teams would play on the high school grcsBda or in
the high school gym. Similar teams were organized ia the cszmiclties throughout the valley, and of course in Seattle, where there
were many teams with hcary traditions dating back more than, two
decades. In addition there were J^do groups, and Kendo groups.
The most important group however, was the JAGL, or the Japan
ese American Citizen's League, a group for the nisei of the vot
ing age, to study civic matters at interest to the nisei, with
something cf the character of th* Jcpnuare Association, but Amer
ican in ideals. Tie Japanese American Citizen's League was na
tional in scope, and the biennial conventions held in the typical
American style were large affairs with mayors present, sight-see
ing tours, sayonara bails in the best hotels.
Such then were the 'three worlds in which we lived: the world
of the America of everyday, with no differentiation from the Cau
casian Americans, the world of the nisei, the world of the first
generation Japanese. The correctly integrated life of a healthy
minded nisei lay in the proper balancing and coordinating cf the
three worlds. Gradually, of course, the power and the influence
of the last-named is waning. To many nisei who have founded in
dependent homes, the influence of the issoi world is almost non
existent. Tor •' tneru the problem is the proper balancing of the
world of their nisei friends, and the world of American in gener
al in their proper perspective.
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It must be admitted, of course that'the "division of the social
world into nisei, issei, and American- classification is purely
academic. Who is to say whether going to play with a nisei team
in ' a Competition with a local commercial team is .a nisei or an
American activity? Each activity may not fall into the. correc
category, but they do show the general character of our
pfngwohds. It
be illuminating to show the activity of a
parson for a given week to see how a nisei nay divide his tin
among the different worlds in'which he lives.
INTEGRATION
OF ' LIFE
.
on a farm at -the edge of a small town of a population
n lived
of 4,000. Daytime activities, of course, were wholly de
voted to the farm work. In the free time in ^^vening iet
us see how this person, who was myself,- spent his time. , Let
begin with Monday: Monday was'the anight on which the local ca
mera' club met, of which I was a member. This may bo c,.lled. a
purelv American activity, at least-as far asthe^group and at-

Ze

activity taugb.t was the ancionfc epur-

'"wednSdarStf
practice. This might be called a
whollyT American night. The choir was that of tne >.eth diet
Church
and I was accepted into'this group, as-.a. useful^ if .not^a
onuxen, anu rnhn
r^dav night' was- Judo night a&a-in.
thoroughly -liable^
Aght. be called an anoPriday may be a
^
^ „T,nuti W0S j/bolly. composed of
'\!f10j!
^The 4-H club of Auburn, the ideology, and mathe Japanese bo/s. in
.
,,,Pnt»s office were nothing, if
terials furnished from the ecu
^ hov, t0 construct
not American, the x u.
>
Veen a farm record,
a cold frame, how to mix fer i iZLi_"' _ '
to , t]ie public library
Saturday.might bo free,
°®
hcvTO come for the same
to browse around end tc.lk • pase to watch.the local
purpose. Or one might go o
~ +-.,vouia be c purely nisei
term play against another. In
nisei night,,
night. On Sunday evening one
^ th.o Salvation
& ^Qup1of6about^20.^Other nisefmight go bowling,

for which, there were good facilities in our town, the nisei formed
teams whic'h competed against "the commercial and. fraternal teams
of the town.
Sometimes a traveling Japanese, film showman would come. Those
nights would be wholly Japanese. Girls might go to learn Japan
ese flower arrangement from.a teacher who made a trip out to the
country once a week. This, too, would be a wholly Japanese even
ing.
One can see the variety and the richness of a life possible to
a nisei, and one can realize that living in "a world of a' racial
minority could be an actual asset, and not a liability. As this
minute account of a week is given, one can see that there is
nothing that ..cannot be understood about the l i f e of a n i s e i
if one but takes the trouble to imagine how such a- life would be.
Now in.closing to touch briefly upon the social aspects of thoj
life in these relocation camps. Life within these camps is not •
in any sense a black hole of frustration as many might think,'nor
on the other hand, a light-hearted round of depraved idle"plea
sures as some cong?cessmen seem to think. There is food enough to
sustain life decently; if one is ambitious one can learn many
skills, learn the English language i f one be deficient in i t ;
there is work enough for everyone, and to many college trained
individuals, this is often the first opportunity to exercise
their knowledge actively in the community's behalf.
. The evils lie in something more subtle then physical priva
tions. It lies more in tnat something essential is missing from
our lives. No matter how insulated a person was psychologically,
yet he walked the streets or the roads of the country side and
saw other human beings. Here the cutting off of self is complete.
The barbed wire with its watch tower is a real and actual demarca
tion line between two x-eal worlds, it cuts into tne efforts to—
ward real integration of life for which the nisei has been so
hungry, the successful balancing of our lives of all the elements
of the three worlds of which he is a part.
The primary problem is that of keeping alive in the residents
the sense that they are a part of the national effort. The most
devastating effect upon a human soul is not hatred out being con
sidered not human. The only true solution to the problem of the
nisei- lies in solving the problem, not humanely, but in.c-. humcn
manner, cf restoring the sense of oneness with tne world at. lc_rge.
—Shuji Kimura

AND

THE

WAR CAME

^:

.

i"j % seems now that the war came with a dramatic suddenness late
| j on a Sunday morning, as dramatic and sudden as if it were.an.
i! earthquake or a tidal wave. We feel a helplessness against'
wars, something akin to.the helplessness that we feel toward those,
natural disasters. War, however, is mafe-xuade. its beginning mci.y
he sudden, but it is a long title in-building. ihe slow growth
and the ever closer imminence of this war was experiencedjncre
directly and deeply in the months before its coming by tne Japa
nese on the Pacific Coast than by any other group in the United
States, yet paradoxically enough,;we hoped and beiieved in ito
impossibility more than any other group. •
.
.
, -W—
~T suppose that no one can say when, the first step toward this
war was" taken. Some might say that it was the beginning of - the
Manchurian incident; others,; the 19S4.-Exclusion Law, or the Versaille Treaty, or the Russo-Japanese;p'ar, or the Sino-Japanese
VJar one might pick any train of events and trace its course to
today. It is fruitless, however, to trace the cause j>f an event
to a" previous event,' for such a process is endless. I think that
it would be more to the point to talk about the people themselves
t>e -lash of their ideas and ideals-, haw the people feel about
things. So I want to-talk, not..of*tracing of events, out of our
feelings and our hopes, how this particular person lived through

the coming.of the war and in its opening, leaving the broad view
of events and historical significance to the historians, telling
the story from the rather limited viewpoint of a rural nisei in
the State of Washington who was one of the thousands of nisei who
feared, hoped against ear, who felt the shock of the war, and who
was one of the 100,000 who took part in the "Evacuation" that
followed.
Por most niseis, I believe that the opening of hostilities be
gins hack in 1931 with the Mukden incident. It was then -that
many a nisei going to school began to feel assailed over the mil
itary actions of an Oriental nation across the Pacific Ocean, as
sailed and made to feel somehow responsible for the whole affair,
although most of us were as puzzled and at loss to explain these
things to ourselves, let alone to hostile Americans who had their
dander up against the reprehensible Japanese in general. IP8 ni
sei took several attitudes upon feeling the rising tension, against
them. J-est of us took the- attitude that this was America, that
we-- were. Americans, and that all this was none of our doing,
don't blame us for what our cousins are doing over there. It was
a logical attitude perhaps, certainly it was typically American,
but somewhat lazy. -A few withdrew into themselves, and expressed
no opinions whatsoever. And there were a lew, praisewcrt -y, out
few in number, who began to read and search for the true perspec
tive of events and cultures in an attempt to understand tne de
velopments in the Orient. There were a few who became-violently
anTi-Japanese {anti—Imperialist Japanese, that is to s*-.y/, join
ing the communist Party and decrying the actions of the Japanese
military, few of the "intelligentsia", taking-such cm atti«uu.o,
others," taking the opposite tack, became morosely race-conscious,
though the opinions of the latter did not find channels of ex
pression in the nisei press. But to Americans, and nisei are Am
ericans, international problems are but a small part of the con
scious world. Much more important are the events closer to home,
the Lindbergh case, the world series, the Depression, the schools,
the football teams, the movies. Ue got along.
.
Then in lq37 came the invasion in earnest of northern Cnina;
some Winter the sinking of the "Panay", the events deepening
the animosities of the two nations, but it seems that somenow to
ward the end of the decade, that we nisei were becoming hardened
toward the ever increasing tensions, and tnat we no xonger -el
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the shock of events in the Orient as a personal injury against
our peaceable lives in .America as we had felt earlier at the time
of the Manchurlan incident. The belligerence of our Japanese
cousins were beginning to be oorne with a certain resignation to
Fate, fore
and more, however, things began to change for us.
Sometimes lake resorts to which we had used to go swimming would
refuse us admittance, saying, "We don't mind you, but other peo
ple don't like to have you around". A popular skating rink would
have a certain night only for the Japanese. We began to notice
that our younger brothers and sisters were more cliquish among
themselves at school than we had been. In the economic life, our
lives went on at a steadily expanding rare.
In the fall of 1939 the Burcpean for began. The Draft Law
came into effect in 1940, and he-re and there nisei boys began to
be drafted into the array. We still felt quite secure: a few months
of training, and they would ccme beck. Then in the spring of
..1941, all our parents who were aliens were asked to register at
the post office to be numbered and fingerprinted, and
to
tell about investments and reading matters. With Ifc® bbaseription and fingerprinting, the free and easy America ta&t *s had
known passed away forever. Then one day in July, we found that
all the checks written by Japanese bounced back. Ths cgcaaer-siai
treaty between Japan and the United States had be«a dfafo&iffced,
and the nisei had to bring their birth certificates to the bank
to prove that they were citizens and to have their saseouate un
frozen. The Japanese ships suddenly ceased coming to the lacific
Coast ports. Ccmmunications became tenuous. Tuan throughout the
summer, the American State Department began to urge Americans to
leave the Orient, "T'-is is the last chance—"Domain at your
own risk"—. Many nisei who had gone to study in the Orient be
gan to return again, each bringing back stories of food rationing
in Japan, of fuel rationing, of "sufu" clothing that melted in
the first washing, of the 50 yen shoes, of the taxis of Tokyo
coasting to a stop to save gasoline, of the charcoal-burning
tracks. Hearing these stories, we did not dream the possibili
ty of war. There was a talk at that time of basing the united States
Naw in Singapore, and as long as the United States kept a block
ade of strategic materials we felt that a war could not start.
Will the war start today? Of course not. will the war start to
morrow? No, not likely. The future was a series of tomorrows.
We pinned our hope on faith thai somehow things will muddle
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through, as it had done in the- past.
There was something in the air as the diplomatic negotiations
went on in Washington in the November of 1941. During the,Thanks
giving holidays the Japanese Young People's Christian Conference
was held in Seattle. At the officers' meeting a suggestion was
made that we send a telegram to Washington of our hopes and pray
ers of the conference that their conversations might lead to a
peaceful conclusion. The gesture now seems so ineffectual and
naive, but the incident reminds us how futilely we hoped against
hope that the war might be averted, and how deeply concerned were
the young people those sunny autumn days.
A

SACK
OF
MCE
p n the first week of December rumors began to go around that
j now since all shipping commerce was stopped, between Japan
' 'and the United States, the Japanese consulate office in Seat
tle was going to be closed. My mother recalled tnat when sister
was born, hor birth ha.d been reported to the village in Japan
from which father and mother had come, and in which the grand
parents still lived. Of late, there had been a strong demand
among- the American citizens, both Japanese and Caucasians", that
such dual citizenship should not' be continued for it placed the
child in a position of being a citizen of two countries. Hearing
that the consulate might close its doors in the near future, mo
ther decided to cancel the registration in Japan of my sister's
birth immediately. On Friday of the first week in December, we
went on our farm truck to Seattle, founa our way to the big of
fice building downtown and took the elevator to the office. We
opened the door with the chrysanthemum seal of Japan, ana entered
the gloomy office. It was a gloomy place that day, gloomy not
only from the gray clouds over Dlliot Bay, but from the gloom of
silence, the gloom of men with nothing to do but sit and smoke.
"What is your business?', the chief clerk asked. It was a
tvpical consulate reception, for somenow tue clerks and offi
staff of the consulate seemed to think themselves^ superior ro tne
rest of the immigrant residents in America, and tuey communisat
this attitude even in their forlorn dejection. The consul h i self was a sensible and courteous man, but the sad sifok seem
to he an office fixture,, even with the coming of the charming and
able Consul Sato. After finishing our business, we went out of
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building quickly, breathing a sigh of relief at having disposed
of something hanging over erur heads, and escaping from a gloomy
placeThough we did not know it then, it was the "last chance". Two
days later was Sunday,. December 7. Sister and I came home from
the church, and I made a bee-line for the radio. Church would
always make us late for the first numbers of the New York Phil
harmonic, but I always looked forward to Deems Taylor. The fami
liar Sunday afternoon music filled the kitchen, when strangely
all of a sudden a voice cut into the music to say, "All-members
of Squadron -3 report to Sand Point immediately—all members of
the Squadron 3 report to Sand Point immediately
" repeating
several more times. Sand Point was the naval air station. My
heart skipped a beat, but the returning flood of music drowned
out my thoughts, although a vague apprehension remained. Few
minutes later again the music faded,, and a voice cut in to say:.
"Bulletin: Ford has been received that the unidentified' black
ships that have bombed the United States Naval Base at Pearl Har
bor are believed to be of Japanese origin. Columbia will issue
further bulletins as news of further developments are received."
As the voice stopped, the music of the symphony came cn again. I
looked out of the window at the sunlit pasture. I could hear my
mother at the sink getting ready the Sunday dinner. Father was
oblivious to everything but the newspaper. I sat and. listened to
the music for a little while. Then I said slowly, "Japan has
come to bomb Hawaii. Looks like the war has started." L.v mother
turned white. Father put down his paper. "I guess Japan has be
come desperate and struck."
When the symphony was finished, my father sold to me, "Shuji,
when war comes, we do not know what will happen; but as long as
v:e have food, we can get along for some time. I think that you
had better go buy another sack of rice, right now." It seemed
preposterous to me, but somehow his serious face made ne say "All
right." I took the truck out of- the barn and went to Frank luayeda's gas station and grocery down the road. He was reading the
Sunday paper and his radio was turned off. I told him about the
bombing of reaxl Harbor, he did not talk much. I asked for the
sack of rice, and didn't buy anything else, so full was my mind
nitv turmoil. How right was my father's instinct from his peas
ant boyhood for the primary coasidcra+i^n. for food in a crisis
was brought out 6' hours later when the "Trading with the Fnemy

\
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Act" was proclaimed, prohibiting all transactions with enemy
aliens. He was right. There was a fundamental security in a
.sack of rice.
p
r
ON
BORROWED
TIME
1 et me say that the situation in my family was peculiar in
j that I, the nisei member was technically classified as ai
L enemv alien in that I had been born in Japan, although I had
been raised in this country. Immediately after tne war star bed,
the birth certificate as a proof of American citizensnip ned to
be carried about by the nisei as a pass to the most common acti
vity: getting a ride on a bus, "Here's my birth certificate; I'm
a citizen", buying gasoline: "Here's ray birth certificate: I'm a
citizen;" cashing a check: "Here's my birth certificate;,1 m o.
citizen." I, of course, did not possess this magic paper, so that
the best that I could do was walk instead of drive, and not buy
anything.
... ^
.
That evening our nisei Christian Fellowship's ounaay night
meeting was held as usual in the Salvation Army Hall. We all sat
close together that night. "I felt so funny—the people on tne
street stared at me so this afternoon." said a girl. ^
"Gosh,I sure hate to go to school tomorrow" said a high schoox
boy.
"I wonder what's going to happen to us?"
"We were so scared—but the boys laughed at us when we looked
SO SCO^'GCt. ^
So "the conversation wont. I felt rather piqued that these
nisei who were citizens should in any way feel ashamed ox them
selves now that the war had started. I pomtea out to tne coys
and girls gathered about the circle that they had nothing to be
ashamed about in their being Japanese. The future,^o course,
-w>s unpredictable, but no one ever knew tne future any •
Sow, Swe^r, " that somehow ways were opened no matter what we
lost, end that we could always live on; tnat war cnangos nothing,
that right still remains right, only moro so; that wrong still

.^tt^t°S^:^at'So ZyZ S^ich^rcouS'Sep

«

sr&i'

believed those things then. I -till bel
nations they
.
•
,how 4-v^
„ .^.rrnprc!
know
those
youngotexs -felt,
- ^J--, how fulx of trepidations vuey
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were as they faced a new world at school on Monday, and somehow,
I was glad that I was not in their shoes, though i had spouen to
their, in such crave fashion.
Immediately on the night of the 7th, a new word came, into our
world: FBI. On Monday morning we heard, that during the night,
the FBI men had arrested the former president of the Japanese
Association and the treasurer. It was whispered how the men with
guns hod come at night tc thhe them away, not allowing them to
say a word to the family, watching them even while they changed
clothes. That the two should he arrested was weird and terrible.
Fear can© to the house of every family in which the father had
served • in the Japanese Association. The worst thing was that
there was nc particular thing that they had dons so that each
felt as vulnerable as the next man. The only thing was that they
were leaders.
Another thing that was striking to us as the war started was the
sudden appearance of the word "Japs". Mow that the war has been
going on for nearly a year and half, the wera 'Maps" is so famil
iar that it means nothing in. particular, but prior to the war,
the best
journals did not use the word "Jap", classifying it in
the same category as "eon", and "hago", net usee, in tne best so
ciety. How over the radio and in the newspapers, "Japs" was.the
only word used. Somehow it seemed as if a mask of .good manners
had dropned from the face ox -norice. Together wi^n ohe x-ig->.—
pitched and tensed speech of the. radio commentators, the effecu
was rather overwhelming.
• As the year turned, however, gradually our economic position
brought back a semblance .01 normal mx-e again, me
..'_..h
-the jSnem" Act was modified to allow us mo run our business, al
though almost all the larger houses closed by the war faxiad to
reopen. The small people, however, were gen.erali.3f allonea ~o
on somehow. we began tc plan'cur spring planting.., we began tw
haul fertilizers for our acres again, for seasons will not waif.
We teined with the work on the farms from which fathers nad been
interned. Being or, the lend is a source of strength in times of
insecurit~. wrv- could not conceive of
life on the farm which
would be different because of the. war. _ To plow, to plant seed,

to wsed—we felt as if they were an inexorable process of life
which we could not change. As we worked in our fields, a man
came in and talked to us. "I hear that the government is going
to take all you Japs away from here and send you to the sugar
beet country. Yes, sir, that's what I heard at the Rail."
«0h Yeah?", I said, and would pay no attention to him. Beer
parlor talk.
Then one day an item appeared in Qur local paper about the
Farm Security Administration "arranging to rent a large office
"space in our town. Our valley was a rich valley, and there was
little need for large scale, efforts of the FSA for the farmers
here. I thought it strange, and X asked the managing editor of
the local paper, who was my friend, why the government agency was
setting up*'such a large office here. Eis answer was evasive, and
he quickly changed the subject. A suspicion crossed my mind,
that it might mean something. I said nothing about it to my pa
rents, but the thing kept worrying me in the back of the head.
The next event in the consciousness of the hectic days of the
spring of 1942 .was the series of the Tolan Committee hearings at
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle. This was another straw
in the wind, and the wind "was decidely stronger. »fe had heard
that the Tolan Committee was going to conduct hearings on the
questions of whether or not to evacuate the Japanese aliens from
the Pacific Coast, and we hoped that we could have a chance to
express our wish to stay and to add to the agricultural produc
tion of this area. However, when the nisei who had gone to the
hearings came back, they had a different story entirely. "We
went with the idea that we might fight to prevent the evacuation
cf the old folks," they said, "but the question seems to be not
whether or not the .aliens should be moved. It'3 the question of
whether or not all Japanese, aliens and citizens alike should be
moved!" I had a funny feeling in the pit of the stomach.
P i<0 C LAM AT IO N
NO. 5
UTIJhen the newspapers began to publicize these hearings, how|| ever, we doubted again. The facts presented smacked so mu ca
of the old anti-Japanese propaganda: the low living stand
ards, the spies, the saboteurs, the strategic-lying farms near
aircraft plants, near naval bases, and all the old hocurn which we
knew were false or meaningless, that we thought it another pu icity stunt. Why should anyone want to move us out of -ere. J
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wore producing far more than anyone else—we knew the land—we
knew the 'crops—it would be foolish for the country—and who
could take over? Where would they build houses to put us? I'Jhat
of our equipment and crops? They wouldn't confiscate it, would
they? All these questions added up to the "impossible". "Why
didn't -those city papers lay off the cheap sensationalism?" I
thought contemptuously. Looking back now I realize how superfi
cial had been my attitude toward the Americans in general, end
conversely Low essentially superficial the attitude of the Am
ericans is toward the Japanese also.
•-Essentially my viewpoint was that of the rural or small town
nisei all of whose American friends spoke to him by first name,
whose houses were open to him, whose parents knew him, and among
whom .there was no fear. Do those Americans whom he knew so in
timately want him evacuated away from this valley into the hin
terlands .of the Idaho beet fields? No, not one. Therefore the
people who were clamoring for his removal were foolish and ignor
ant. people to whom one need not pay any attention. viSiat "1 knew,
but did not really understand in my heart, was the fact
for
each American who knew the nisei well, :there -were 10,000 who knew
him-only as a member of an Oriental race who lived in dilapidated
houses, raised- vegetables at a fearsome rate, or who $cid fruit
and vegetables, or who lived in the more squalid sections of the
town and cities and engaged in unknown activities and customs.
Then there was the military mind to afco© war was the supreme
activity of mankind, while to most of us, war is catastrophy to
be avoided and fcught--the military mind to whom a vegetable
ranch next to an aircraft factory was a supreme opportunity for
sabotage—while to most of us an aircraft factory next to our
farms is a noisy annoyance .and an encroachment on our acreage.
Then there were the thousands more of Americans who had never
even seen any Japanese, and whose only source of information or
opinion were the radio or the newspaper, both eager to be the
"fustest with the mostest", If it is true that it is knowledge
that brings strength, and that it is the unknown that brings fear,
it is net surprising that there was hysteria in those insecure
days.
The period of doubtful rumor ended sharply however, when in
March, President Hoosevelt by a proclamation gave to General DeWitt the power to remove all persons, non-citizens and citizens
alike as he saw fit from his area of Western Defense- Command.

eluded. We were included in there all right. Now what? Work
hod been started. But- it was really official this time.
Even with the official proclamation, however, we still clung
to the thread of hope that no definite period had been set. Per
haps we could stay till July and harvest the- crop'that we had al
ready started at least. In April the county agent asked me to
make a survey of the Japanese farms in our vicinity. The purpose
of the survey, he told me, was twofold:
Eirst to know the ex
tent of Japanese investment end acreage, 'and second, to aid the
new tenants in farming the land in the crops planted, ihe survey
took in the crops, the acreage planted or intended to be planted,
the fertilizers used, the equipment on hand, and suggestions to
be used by the people taking over. I was told to assure the far
mers that the government would see to it that they received a
fair return for any labor expended on the crops, though just how
he could not say. So I went from farm to farm.
I felt a' pain in my heart as the farmers carefully listed the
pea poles on hand, the sacks of fertilizer, the hay lor tiie horse,
the cultivator that they must sell or leave behind. There was a
gulf, I knew, between the two viewpoints: the evacuee's primarily
'wanting to know what will become of my crops, what will., become of
my pea poles and my horse?, while the viewpoint of the Americans
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were primarily: "Given these equipment and crops, how can we
continue the process of growing these crops with these people
gone?" The Japanese . had led a highly specialized life in the
valley, so that almost all the shipping vegetables' were produced
by the Japanese, and the dairymen and the berrygrowers among the
white farmers had no -. interest in engaging in growing lettuce,
peas, cauliflower that they had no experience in growing. In the
hysterical fears .aroused in the cities and in the official cir
cles, -there- was the fear that the Japanese farmers would cease to
care for their crops or that they would plow under the crops. It
was' somewhat disgusting to those who had so courageously plowed
and planted in spite of freezing and lack of credit.
At the time of the survey early in April, approximately 8of. of
the people had as yet no -arrangement to have their equipment and
crops turned over to a receiving farmer. . Mow the Form Security
Administration swung into action, and ve ware asked to register
our acreage ana our crops and our equipment values with the of
fice. To the office would ccmc white farmers and Filipino farmars to look over the farms. The FSA would act us an intermedi
ary in arranging fair prices. If the- credit investigation of
the prospective buyer was satisfactory, an application for a FSA
loan would be sent
to
San Francisco for approval, and the
buyer would be able to pay for the farm and its equipment. Of
course not all the farmers made such arrangements. iSany owned
their, own farms. They leased to others. Others made private
deals with neighbors to take over. The majority of the cases
were tenant farmers^ however, so that many outright sales were
made 'through the FSA. There were tragic cases of people who were
buying their land through the Federal Land Bank .of Spokane who
'were forced to lose their land through forfeiture, because they
could pot make arrangements- to finish the payments.
Soon after the opening of the FSA offices throughout the val
ley, the orders camo that the people in the northern part of the
King County were to. evacuate to Pino dale in California within two
weeks.. Still .many had not made arrangements. -How the majority
of the people who evacuated first in the County, disposed of their
affairs is still a mystery to me, but there were a few abandoned
places. I know of a few greenhouses abandoned, and in-whichthere
are weeds growing.
•'
Now the selling of personal household goods began.in earnest.
"Refrigerator for sale"-—"Dining Room Furniture for sale"—signs

- ,4Q
appeared in the windows, ads appeared in the newspapers. Mother
sold some tf the furniture through the farmer's Auction PaviLLion.
"Have you sold your furniture yet?" was .a common greeting. Cars
began to appear in the streets with "Evacuating—car for sale"
"Good tires" painted on their wind shields. Naturally in a lim
ited market with so much for sals at once, many things were sold
cheaply. Furniture; for §5-00, refrigerator for $40.00 were ru
mored. "Don't sell at a loss," the government pleaded.
j
1HL metropolitan Japanese were being evacuated earlier than
h i the rural Japanese. The people .in Seattle were peing moved
I ! to Puyallup as! all this was going on. They would pass abopt
ten in the morning in front of our house, rumbling lines of huge
chartered buses loaded black-with people, ana waving as they pass
ed our house. Sometimes I would be working,.but I would not want
to look 'up. I wanted to -hide from them -perhaps, because while
they were "being shut cway, I « jet Tree, or perhaps tecu^e-I
wanted to flee ttOT
thought of being sent away like thpit.
vonths later I was: to understand the instant feeling of comraaship that OM evacuee feels for another. Going from"ne^leto.
tve Tube Lake Relocation Center, our train passed by tne Tur
lock Reception C^ter^ The ctildr^
f^k^rLtSSly!.
the
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hearing these stories we wouldsend:
eatrates such as-powder
ing for our own evacuation w ~ u£
bouillon cubes, chocoed milk, raisms, ch^se, J^^^ion-and all of which were,
lates—all in antifcipa l
absolutely unnecessary. "bnat Kin

s f5oSinT

All these questions kept the women

folks busy and jumping.o
r trnck eo h- the house and stop
One afternoon ?we saw® _
- Th3re it was: Proclaat a power line pole. •!& ran
,nG-,stry residing in King Coun-nticr to all persons of Japanase^coStry^ ^
0nding:

^^f^sSn

north from
General John L.

ty

'

Defense Command, the Presidio,
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San Francisco, California. The inevitable had come. Our farm
had still not been disposed of, and here was the notice to evacu
ate in 14 days. We
h .d difficulty because the farm was on an
estate with several other farms, and the lawyer forthe estate
would not release the lessor from the lease. Finally we made ar
rangements to sub-lease to the new tenant, being still responsi
ble for the payment of the rent. There was still a tremendous
amount of packing our goods for storage. There were the diffi
cult decisions of what to leave and what to take. A week before'
the date set for the departure, all the families went to the high
schoo- gym to register. The ladies,registered us, gave us a fa
mily number, 16848, the number to be written on all our baggagethey gave us tags to put on our baggage, and tags to put on our
selves with our family number on it so that we would not get
los,. The doctor looked at our temperature and looked into our
throat, asked us if we had had our three typhoid shots. Next we
went to the FSA desk and told them about the arrangement that we
had made for the farm. "Have you any debts?" thev *skea. Next
to the Federal Reserve desk. We asked if we could store"some of
our trungs with tne government, and he said, "Haven't you'friends
with whom you could store your things? We will not take responthe
thlngs We take'
However, if you do not have
+
1
Wnom
store
w .
J ?
"things, you may bring them to the
Western Producers' Exchange, emd we will take it away." It was
no very encouraging, and it hurt our pride to ask them to do
sometrung for us which they did not seem eager to do. We decided
to store all our things with our friends.
What to store, and what to throw away? An old collection of
hign school papers would come out of the attic. I could not bear
to burn it. Sisters-did not want to throw away the rocks that
she haa brought home from the beach; in the barn, old preserve
jars, old Harness, old kerosene lamps. It was a tremendous job
to even tnrow them away. The junk man bought our papers and me
tals. But still we had to burn big piles of things. I gave my
pictures to the camera club friends, the piano I put into the
church parlor, the washing machine and dishes went into the base
ment of one friend, the books into the basement of another friend.
Here and tnere, our boxes were scattered all over the town. The
^urniture we put into a barn of another evacuee. The beds and a
lew cooking utensils we kept .until the last day, and then put
them m the barn with the furniture and nailed the door. Now it
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was noon, and ws did the last mi_iiruVf>
v-i- • TTathex fed the horoe
an extra gallon of barley. Then we loaded our truck with our
and a neighbors luggage, and started for the train.
T C

A
N E W
W O R L D
he 18 car train was. drawn up on the siding along the packing
house from which we used to ship our peas and lettuce, .and
the place was full of people. There was a tremendous lineup
of trucks loaded with baggage. Along in the middle of the after
noon, it began to rain. We wondered how everyone could get all
the baggage, duffle bags, ana blankets into the two baggage cars
but it was easily done. Many friends had come to see us off. We
sat in the red plush seat of the coach. "How's chance of getting
a free trip with you?" "Tell us what they feed you." "Don't
forget to write."
We didn't feel so bad about leaving with all the excitement of.
leaving. But soon when six p.m. came and the train began to move,
and we saw old Mr. Ballard waving his hat at us, his coat collar
turned up against the rain, mother began to cry. I couldn't see
through my tears either. I saw the Main Street Crossing—there
were more people waving. The train began to go faster and" the
berry rows, the rhubarb, the lettuce fields, the pea fields began
to slip past our wondow like a panorama. My threat hurt, but I
couldn't take my eyes from the familiar fields and pastures slip
ping so quickly away.
An hour later, toward sunset, the sun came out again. Wo saw
it shining over the Pugot Sound. The country was no longer the
familiar scenes of our valley, and we did not feel so badly. It
felt good to relax and close my eyes. I felt at peace as the
train rolled steadily southward. So ended the world I had known
since boyhood and a new world of the evacuee bagan for me.
—Shuji Kimura
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I am a'citizen—
Let no slander
Slur my status.
In the other war,
I stood with countless others
Side by side
To fight the foe.
My arm was just as strong
My blood fell
As bright as theirs
In the'defense of a new world
More precious far
Than any tie of land or race.
If in this holocaust
It be decreed
My loyalty be'tested
By submission,
Tfiihat is. the .difference
If the .and be same?

'J1w/
1-r

My reason may be tested—
hot my heart.
0, what is loyalty
If it be something
That can bend
¥ith every wind?
Steadfast I stand,
Staunchly I plant
The Stars and Stripes
Before my barracks door,
Crying defiance
To all wavering hearts.
T am a citizen—
I can take
The bad with good.
—Sada Murayama
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initial uprooting of the Japanese on the Pacific Coast
j j o.rom their hones, their businesses, tneir friends was accom—
ij plished swiftly and mercifully. -It was not until the people
had no sired into temporary assembly centers, hurriedly set ut; by
tne Army, than they felt the deprivation and anguish of adjust
ment to new living conditions. The assembly;centers were tempor
ary affairs, consisting of wooden barracks crowded into a race
t_i_ack or la^r ground to hold, on the average, 5000 peoule. A
bar-bed-wire fence encircled the camp, and soldiers paced bach
and forth day and night. The barracks lacked privacy and were
oveicrowded, me public latrine was filthy. To eat, the evacu
ees had to stand in line three times a day. When the time came
af^er a few months to move into tne more "permanent" relocation
centers, many evacuees xeir reluctant. 'They were recjuired, how
ever, to pack up their belongings for the second time and moved
on further inland, leaving behind familiar scenes. They moved
into an unique world, an improvement, to be sure, on the assembly
ccniiBj-s, out not too dixxsrent xrom txiem. The relocation center
was now the home of the evacuees.

LOCATION, PHYSICAL

LAYOUT

/-» few miles south of the Oregon border, and miles away from the
/.\ coast in a lonely valley in California, a town of 15,000
I A \sprang where none had been before. The valley was formerly a
lake bottom owned by the'- Federal Bureau ;,of Reclamation, and
drained during the last:two decades. It was gradually settled by
homesteaders, and boasted a dreamy little town with a few stores,
called Tale lake. The'only large town in the vicinity, Klamath
Falls, Oregon, -was 35 miles away north of Tule Luke. -The site for
the new town of Newell was selected on a flat piece of ground
comprising 26,000 acres. Tule weeds covered the sandy ground,
but there were no trees to be seen anywhere. 'In the summer it
was hot and dusty, although the temperature usually did not ex
ceed 100 degrees. Winter arrived early, and the mercury usually
fell-a little below zero. The region was dry, and it averaged
ten..inches of-rainfall annually. To the south lay Abalone Moun
tain and to the west, the more picturesque Gc.stle. Rock. On the
other, side of Castle Rock was the mountain where Captain Jack and
his band of Modoc Indians had made their last stand for freedom.
On clear days, the white crest of Mount Shasta could oe seen ris
ing -in the blue sky.
~That was an year ago. The town proper is now a neat collec
tion of wooden structures, and a person could traverse irom one
end of the town to the other on foot in 15 or 20 minutes. By the
main highway stands the military guardhouse, and next to it the
post-office. Then on the right is the administration building
and the living quarters of the administrative personnel, consist
ing entirely of Caucasian workers. On the left ore the barracks
of the military police, separated from the town by fences. Be
yond the administrative quarters are the base hospital end the
warehouse section. Next to the hospital is tne wide fi-re bxe^uc,
on which the high school is now being built. Then there is the
"Colony" which house the 14,000 to 15,000 evacuees,..
In all there are seven wards, each separated LM'A wide fire
break. Each ward is composed of nino blocks. The block is the
basic unit of the Colony.
In each block there arc a laundry room, ironing room, men^and
women-'s.shower rooms, a recreation hall, and -a mess nail. Aj-1 of
these have to be .shared by about 2.50 people. There are also 14
barracks, all 20. by 100 feet• in size, divided into from 4 to 6
apartments.
:a
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Several hundred feet away from the outer barracks are barbedwire fences. Beyond this the evacuees can go only during the
daytime. Even then they cannot go beyond the Project Area, which
comprises 26,000 acres, including Castle Rock, and the Project
Earm. This area outside of the Colony provides room for hikes,
and search for sa.ge brush trunks and relics; these are developed
into artistic creations. Beyond that, evacuees cannot go, and it
would do them no good to go, for the military police would soon
bring them back. It is in this setting that the evacuees must
nurse their grievances, work and find enjoyment in living.
A D M I N I S T R A T I V E

j—

O R G A N I Z A T T O N

;he administration of the Tule Lake Project is.at present in
j the hands of Harvey M. Coverley, project director. This imJ portant position was held by Elmer Shirrell from the begin
ning of the Project in May to December, 1S42. While the Project'
Director is responsible to the regional'office in San Francisco
and the head office in Washington, B.C., he is otherwise in com
plete,charge of the Project.
There are a large number of evacuees helping in the various
departments, working as clerks., secretaries,-laboratory techni
cians, doctors, and truck drivers.
One important aspect of the organization is the high degree of
centralization of authority. Plans are formulated in Washington
and administered locally. This arrangement gives some evacuees
cause for irritation because they are unable to express their
individuality as they desired and they do not have much voice in
the government of the Project. Hie distribution of food, for in
stance, is entirely in the hands of the administration, which
decides what the colonists should eat three times a day in the
mess hall. Irivate enterprise is prohibited, and the wage scale,
practically uniform for everyone, is fixed. The administrative
arrangement was one which makes it easy for the evacuees to turn
their dissatisfactions against the administration, which controls
their destiny. This" is especially true of the older evacu
ees, the issei, who have very few opportunities for coming in con
tact with the administrative personnel. On the other hand, many
evacuees come to look to the WRA for help and even subsistence,
mailing themselves potential wards of the government. This change
is an acute one, when it is considered that most Japanese prior,
to evacuation would have been ashamed of accepting any sort of
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charity or aid from the gtjvernm.eii.t agency.
Because of the
gulf that lay between the administrative per
sonnel and the colonists, even in the living arrangement, misun
derstandings between them flourish. This was especially tru e
during the first six months when everything xvas so unsettled. A
mimeographed newssheet was about the only means of communication,
and it was not sufficient to allay the suspicions the colonists
had toward the administration or to squelch the.numberless"rumors
which were circulated daily. The administrative personnel were
all not acquainted with the ways of the Japanese people, and frict
ion arose in almost every department over minor issues. The
teachers probably came to know the evacuees best through their
daily contact with their pupils. For the others it required pa
tience and social-psychological insight to understand the feel
ings and the ways of the evacuees.

POPULATION
j

1he residents in the Tule Lake Project are evacuees from several widely separated areas
on the Pacific Coast. The first
I
group to arrive was a voluntary group of 447 from North port-,
i^nd and Puyallup Assembly Centers; they arrived on May 2?. The
that arrived between May 27 and June 4
rest of the 'first 1370
were from scattered regions in the states of Washington and Ore.0-n
0n ^3 6, 482 arrived from West Sacramento ana Clarksburg.
These first arrivals filled up Ward I, and started community act
ivities within the Colony. Between June 16 and 24, people from,
in and around Sacramento began to arrive daily from Walerga Ac.
i

Center in groups of about >00.
.
.
To the people from the Northwest, the ways of the incoming
Californians rare in many.ways strange and "barbarious"._ T h e y
brought with them their slang, their zoot-suit ooys, their Jit
terbuging, their dark skin. For a while there was a clash of
sectional groups as they eyed each other warily, but eventually

seniblv

they settled down together peacefully. The
_
almost 5000 strong, and brought the populaticnup
5 ^heVrtween June 25 and 29, 2413 more Caiiiornians
Zd aro^d
boga Assembly Center, consisting of people Irom m
,.
urge
,
n0nfnr"ians from the so-callMarysville. Betseen July 4 and
"i&rysville and Lincoln

ed "Shits Zone"

opal£,tlon of

the

arrived in groups totaling 1/0-r.
por'-ians.
Colony had risen to 10.942, "lost of them beinK Califqrmans.

area in and around Cn^

The
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last large, group to come -in was from the Pine dale Assembly Cen
ter, which housed people from Washington and Oregon. Betvree n
July 16 and 24, 4,056 Northwesterners arrived. Smaller groups
arrived from various other centers, and the peak population was
reached on September 10, when the grand total was 15,276. The
number cince then bad diminished because some people left for
work and resettlement. Thus on January 51, of this year the pop
ulation v/as 15,004; on March 51, the population was 14,555; on
April 50, the population was 14,141.
While there are about 15,000 Japanese in Tule Lake, not all of
them are aliens, as some suppose, pully two-thirds of the resi
dents are American citizens, born and raised in the United States.
Most of the aliens are above 55 years of age and half of them are
56 years old or over; many of them are too old to do much active
work. Most of the citizens are below 50, the largest number be
ing between the ages of 1'] and 21. In general the citizens are
y&ung y&t, one half being 8 years old cr younger. A large number
ar* only beginning to learn to fill responsible community jobs.
It should be remembered that there is a large number of children
within the Colony, too. Roughly speaking, of the 15,000 evacu
ees, 5000 are below the age of 18, 5000 are between 18 and 55
(practically all of these are citizens)., and. 5000are above 5 5
and practically all aliens. .Out cf every 15 of these, 7..ar"3 feirk-les. Consequently, even if all of the males between the ages
of 18 and 55 7/ere to leave the Project for work, they would not
exceed 2£00 or 2 r j00.
The third generation, or sansei, is increasing with nisei
marriages. About 2000, or two-fifth of the nisei, above 18 are
married. In the Project there are more than 1600 sdnsei, half of
them born of issei father and nis.ei mother, and the other half of
nisoi father and mother. The sansei can he expected to have very
little trace of Japanese culture, since generally they will be
little influenced by issei.
Besides the issei, nisei and sansei, the category of evacuees
most frequently mentioned is the so-called kibei nisei, literally
"nisei who have returned to America". They are made up of nisei
who have been sent back to Japan when they were small, ana re
ceived their basic education over there. When they return to America after spending five or six years or more of their most im
pressionistic years in another countr^7, they find that they can
not speak English, act and think differently from other nisei,

and consequently they are more like issei than nisei. Many kibei
nisei, however, go through high school and even college in this
country, and acquire American ways sufficiently to be accepted by
nisei as one of them. Other nisei who received their basic edu
cation in American schools here return to Japan for a short visit
or for several years of education, often to learn the Japanese
language which is so difficult to master.
Nisei in Japan are callod "America Modori", which, interesting
ly enough, means "returned from America", and is out of his ele
ments in Japan. In all, less than one-fourth of the citizens
have ever seen Japan, and the number who have received their ba
sic education over there is exceedingly small.
The population of Rale Lake is a conglomeration, not only of
issei, nisei, sansei, and kibei, of men, women, and children, but
also people from the city, from the country, and from all walks
of life. Too often the Japanese is pictured merely as a domestic
servant. Actually only 15 per cent of the evacuees have been en
gaged in the service occupation. Ten per cent of the evacuees
have been engaged in professional and managerial jobs, 13 per
cent in clerical and sales jobs, 40 per cent in agriculture, 16
per pent in semi-skilled work and 6 per cent in unskilled work.
The proportion cf nisei who have graduated from high school
and college in the country is strikingly larger than the propor
tion of the- general population in the U.S. Consequently, a large
number of nisei are qualified to fill skilled, technical and pro
fessional jobs.

f COD

SHELTER

AND

CLOTHING

ne of the initial adjustments that the evacuees had to make
upon their arrival in Tule Lake concerned the method of dis
tribution of food. There is a mess hall in each block, cap
able to accommodate its residents, averaging about 250 people.
Its crew, including cooks and others, whose job is to take care
of the food wants of the people, are usually selected from among
the block residents. Everyone has to eat in the mess hall at the
appointed time, and eat what is served them. The quantity and
quality of food is determined in the regional office, and even
the daily menu is prepared there. At first 35 cents was allotted
per day per person for food but later it was raised to 45 cents.
The food served is quite different from that which the people
were accustomed to eat, and until they were able to adjust them-
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selves to the new arrangement, there was a great leal cf dissat
isfaction over the food.
Rationed food cannot be bought by evacuees, as it is made
available only through the mess hall. ~ b'hile they get their quota
of sugar, meat, and margarine, through the mess hall, they cannot
cook' in their own. apartments. Rood that is not rationed can be
bought at the cooperative stores. Tor seme residents the food
served in the- center mess hail is bettor than that which they had
been, consuming prior to evacuation, but for others it is quite
isii c xory. -a/veryu-^e, . ^owc1.or, ^ne gouriuU-.u uau. tnc non——
gourmanu ••—o has tc oau j.rooi a cOiUiion dish.
The problem of shelter has also addc-u strain to the adjustment
01 ux.e pco^i_>. xhe ^utoo—s t—re aj—l ox tno sa-x s^zo——^0 ov loG
feet; the smaller apartments housing two or three are id feet

wide. While the others ara fm-a 2Q to 25 feet wide, and house
from four to six persons. The ®nly furniture in the bare room
are army cots and in some cases steel cots. Closets, tables, and
chairs had to be fashioned out of scrap lumber by the evacuees
themselves. Consequently, during June there were mad rushes for
scrap lumber dumped at one end of the city. Construction, how
ever ' ceased in June and scrap lumber became unavailable for the
late'eomers. Colonists.gained some valuable experience and skill
in furniture making.
The problem, however, was one of privacy. In most apartments
the best that could be^done was to make screens $o partition the
room since there wasn't enough lumber for partitions. Y o u n g
children made too much noise in the one-room apartment; visitors
were always dropping in. It was probably the most difficult for
the high school pupils trying to concentrate on their homework.
For the young lovers and the newly-weds, lack of privacy was a
hardship. Fortunately most newly-wed couples were able to move
into smaller apartments by themselves.
Although the mercury dropped below zero during the winter time,
it did not cause much hardship on the colonists, since the walls
were lined with sheetrock and there was plenty of coal to feed
the huge array stove provided in each apartment.
Clothing did not present a great problem to the people. At.
first. many parents of large families were worried because their
children were -.rearing out clothes too fast, and they did not have
the means of replacing them. This was solved, however, when the
TiRA began to issue clothing allowances monthly to each working
person, the largest amount of IJ.75 going to adults. Vary few
people dress up during the week, except ministers, teachers, and
a few office workers. Many girls wore slacks, and the boys^ran
about in jeans and cords and work shoes. Only to church, parties,
weddings and funerals did people wear their Sunday clothes. -Ev
eryday clothing needs could be satisfied in the cooperative store
within the Project, but many people made use of the mail order
house to purchase clothes they desired.
I

POLITICAL

ORGANIZATION

,0 look after the welfare of its residents each block has an
|evacuee who is selected as the block . manager by the adminis
tration. He is responsible for distributing the mail, making
announcements, answering questions, receiving complaints, holding

"
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meetings and elections. While he is the liaison officer of the
administration, he is, at the same tine, the handy man for the
hlock. he wields considerable influence among his block people;
but block managers as a group has not developed political power.
So-called self-government is left in the hands of nisei repre
sentatives, selected one from each block. These representatives,
calle a the City Council, (The City Council was dissolvedin March.
At the time of the publication of this book, a new body was under
consideration.—Ed. note.), and meet weekly to discuss community
problems. The power or seii-government is limited to what the
Project Director or instructions from the central YJPA office
would allow. The chief or main work of the councilman is limited
to investigating and taking to the right authorities the problems
of the evacuees arising in the Project. A Judicial Committee has
been set up to try people for local disturbances.
One serious shortcoming in the system of representatives is
the fact that only citizens tfere (qualified. Since the iSssi do
not have a voice in this governing addy, their or iricn* are con
sidered by the councilman in a r- "filar meet in: of carrock renresentatives vrithin the block. Most of these roprswentntivas / usuaj.ly known as advisors, are iss-ei, and are able to have so*ae of
their opinions expressed through the councilman. Then an impor
tant issue_ arises within the Council, councilman usually SZJ it
is advisable to consult the block advisors and poonls at a -block
meeting before coming to a decision. Block meeting?? are usually
dominated by isssi, the nisei being generally too young to muster
togc;trier enough interest from their ranks to make their voices
influential. Consequently, whenever issues are brought back to
the olocu, the decisions are mostly made by the isssi.
if there should be any. disapproval to the decision made bv th •
2 Mfersndum
SSSe
an «=»»
IS U held #o decide tfT
sr«•c°ru'«

"oSifiv
by the council in Octofcer. Khiie 1T
it
^
tt> the
ronr
o-i i
. •V -s to oe an advisorv oodv
tllC
ULCl1
'
°°
ana the administration, it fhrcti^ed in r-nM+v
^another council, investigating connlAte
rd 1" „ def d
Up Lhar<-0*'
and settling disputes. -h,3 r0X-.,-i*0
, . ,
" * - - m p o r a r y Council adooted a
t^l f
was approved by the people. By it, among 'other
i^5»^°ur representatives ware elected from each ward, thus
~n_.ti..0 „h . -yst-o i of having one councilman from each block.
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These, four became responsibla -bu the ward as the unit composed of-;,
sb'mahy*blbbk's' as already-.•'•J'*
j» -A
These '.pbli'ti'cal gfo'Ups'' - neve~r-MAlded* a-' grssttvd:eai of, powers
and neVer aroused mUc'h interest'"'oh 4;he'-paf^ of=
cliques,:?
Interest in the JACL was very 'we'ak,' aMU4r--Jetypaiy JACL-leaders.;
hit' just begun to' discuss pidhs- for' ai Tfc&fe-' I&kp -CharterTheir.
plans were, u p s e t , . "however, when-the registratioftVissueu arose-...The Civil liberties' League, a nisei organization, "to" fight for th%,
rights of the Citizens'-, mede its appearance" -recently. The -)cibeiy
had no" organization .of their oWh.p.aaff- organized themselves .spon**
taneausl" \t :the time bf-Ahedrdgistration.' - TSie other, nip
cept fohVfV counciimeh? Showed Very little interest. ia-p(»t«
cal activities.*
' '
,
v.
In' time 'of 'extreme emergency 'the people -theixtselv.es .usually
took up the issue, selecting their own ^egdtfating commit tee, to
settle / the matter. This happened at'the time of--the farm ;-st.r.ig
in Augiist when'the farmers carri'ed'-dn-their protest agains|yth
existing f o o d ' shortage. In October the mess halls carried p * ,
their, own negotiations for fairer treatment, and .brought-• the I S T
'sue' to', a peaceful settlements• -Duritig the registration in Fetate...sue
-cry, both' 'the- "Cbuncl-r'arfd'-the Claiming hoard resigped^leayi
"the' matter '' of negotiations ahd, choice of registering up to.
people - themselves.'" 'TbiiS -lack-'- Of• leaders and, channels through
which to carry on negotiations left the pepple "susoeptfljlo.
leadership by rabble-rdus«rs, -whohfc .judgments were not -always in
"the best- i n t e r e s t
the
^Becnuse. of. /these-.factors, ppnditions of mob-rule was sometimes seen in times of emergency. At
na time, however, w?.s it necessary to call in the military police
because afl Tssuos " were'^E^iSSS^r
bursts were like '..family .quayrels, irritating, but without aidrupting.the_general flow of o.ct^vitiea within the rroject.
ECONOMIC
ORGANIZATION
• ,
*
•
iconomi'Q conditions Within the Project presents a novel situ-tion 1 for" 'the evacuees', "in the first place, the wage scale
HirSV krE cit -|12, *=a »I» fob unskilled, skilled en d
otcC es si-onal ' wo'rkars,'. respectively. This i waS< lot art qhangod so
that racist - pqople reived
whilo,a/gwf ppfes^9|al worker^,
s u c h as doctSrs -and fgacher^ and" erva'cueed ih ^ypcsit-xons, ^ 1 - - ;a
35re-,. standard for wprk -was'*-Sbt 'asj id^hOur- weak a's for any
vV"- •'
:
fed'af^Si^loyeeV'.
; •
^
, „„
lA, -

A» « voli9f *>t tho •3U# fell pitrot* wnterprlse v&e prohibit**.
At first a community enterprise diflfeion was set up temporarily
to rum canteens® l?art«r shop, magazine stand, beauty shop, shoe
shop, radio shop* and watch shop® Iix December this was taken
over by the Cooperative Enterprises® a cooperative organization
with ever 6000 cvaeuee members paying a membership fee of $1
each® "Over $100,000 wort» of tnslneas is handled monthly by the
Cooperative Enterprises which' is self^aappcrting® All of the
routine work is done by evacuees® who are paid the Project wage
se&ie® Policies of the Co-op are set by • Board of Directors ot
14 evacuees sad one representative cf the administrative person
nel, -Who are also allowed to becooa aemfcoxs* One isaai and one
nisei. directors are selected fstm «sfe& of
saw en awl gwwm
blios, . which Id tura are *«ade
of aaa iaioi and «•* *£*«£ rw
paresentatives from eaeh block®
She average mark-up U dtat Jjtffe M eftav *ag«em* Ok pold
the over-charge amounts to a&esft 9m %k* ttkoa ttto
491% at goods
to customers considerably lose them on the ortsttw® fNMlt evarcbarge is to be returned to the custosaars eoccrCiag.^ Ha amount
of patronage in accordance to regular SC-ffp principles, Jerips&ss
being used to record purchases, and their use has baea i2sfe cbm-'
pulsory . to increase the amount of tax-free iaaogsa ta W distri
buted as dividends*
The economic ergsaizaUen witfcia fclfcfe Zxygitt S*a HHHiWrfV Je d
changes in the attitude of the pi gyfiwi l&C naitotm «Nb0* hid the

©CCETPATTOKAIi fUKVKY 0* PKOm?

AGRICULTURE
SERVICE
CLERICAL

PROFESSIONAL

• SEMI-SKILLED LABORERS
UNSKILLED LABORERS
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cooperative type of enterprise** iuive reduaad the difference in the
economic status of people. The poorest evacuee-is about a? rid
as any other, as far as his life within the Project is concerned.
Some people have felt that this lack of difference was ideal.
Also, except .for men in key positions,, many have lost initiative
in working hard, a trait for which Japanese were known. Since
one job pays as much as another, ana a job of one kind or another
is net difficult to get, there is a sense of security on the part
of the workers, even if he does nor v<rork hard. This sort of at
titude is leading many evacuees into a frame of mind where, they
do not want to shift for themselves and take risks, but would
rather remain "wards" of the Government until something turns up
for them.
I

RE L I G i OU S

AC T I V I TIES

-he organization of religious activity within the Project of
~~j j~ 15,000 people is unique. In spite of the fact that residents
U have come from scattered sections of the coast and from all
denominations, there are only two large churches—the Christian
Union Church and the Buddhist Church. These community churches
have boen organized with a minimum of friction between denomina
tions, and have been active in ministering to the religious and
recreational needs of the church goers. As. new incoming group
came in, room was made for them in the church structure, making
large community churches possible.
The Christian C'urch is made up of Protestant denominations—
mainly Mothodist, Baptists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Salva
tion Army Independents. The Catholics and the Seventh Day Ad
vent ists hold their own services separately. The Tulo Lake Union
Church is governed by a Board of Stewards composed of eight issoi
ward stewards, their secretary and treasurer, oignt nisei v/aid
stewards, their secretary and treasurer, end twelve ministers.
Under the ward stewards there are block stewards who help to rake
care of incidental business in contacting church members.
The activities of the church aro divided into tnose for the
issei and those for the nisei. ?or the isssi the emphasis is on
religion. In each ward there is a Sunday morning worship, a
Bible Study class on Sunday evening, and a Prayer Mooting on Wed
nesday evening.
Per the nisei, on Sunday roomings there are worship services,
and Sunday School classes throughout the rrojoct ior the -various
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age groups—Beginners, Primaries, Juniors, Intermediates, Sen
iors, College of Life. I n the evening fellowship meetings a r e
held in four different places, and speeches on cultural topics
and music are emphasized.
The Buddhists have a similar church, except for the fact that
their activities are not so numerous as those of the Christians.
They have their Sunday Schools on Sunday mornings in each ward, a
Sunday worship service for adults, in the afternoon, end evening
services for adults on. Sunday and Thursday. Corresponding to the
Christian fellowship, the Young Buddhist Association, composed of
nisei, hold services in two different places. Except for the
sermons, which are delivered by issel priests, these Y£A services
are held entirely in English- Programs are usually composed of
the sermons, gathas (hymns), a speech Toy a Y3A member, readings,
end some sort of light entertainment put on by members. Sines
evacuation, nisei Buddhists have tclean over a groat deal of the
control of their own services- and have "Americanized" them a
groat deal using English where they formerly used Japanese.
—James Saloda

CENTER

~| t is eerlv spring in Tula Lake. During tne long night, the
cold atmosphere descended on the earth leaving a silvery white
coating -cf frost and ice. And with the first clanging and
clashing beat of the breakfast gong, sleepy Tuleans began tneir
slow process of beginning a new day. It is seven a.m. An.T. and
semi-dark, - but artificial lights cut through the haze of a new
morn as a clatter of feet, noisy coughing, running water, and the
banging of barrack doors become frequently louder. In the dis
tance there is the muffled sound of a truck, and witnin the block,
resident people greet the day.
Stepping into the brightly lighted mess hall, partially cons
cious mess attendents manage to appease the appetites :of the ear
ly morning breakfast seeker. It isn't strange to see the j.irst
six tables hurriedly occupied by twenty or thirty elderly males.
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Men who pave risen with the crow of the cock; yes^ they are farm
ers and'..the- nine months change of mode has not altered their par
ticular)iiabit pattern of thirty years. Consistent as dawn, these
men stapt their day in'the early still of morning. Seated behind
the ea-rly risers are "a number of farmers' wives and their chil
dren, but the mass march in as the farmers leave their tables:
school children, city folk, and young men and women grumbling and
sleepy occupy the remaining tables. This is the beginning of a
day in idle Lake.
*
•V
Gradually about eight a.m. one by one,, in couples,, or in groups
of six or eight, workers leave the-block for their individual
destinations. Garbed., in oversized "g.i." jeans, shoes, carpen
ter's overalls, wool Jackets, and field caps, seven laughing and
joking-. issei m e n o f fifty to sixty years o f age sauntered b y .
The faces were familiar—farmers turned carpenters.
• ,"Good morning," I greeted the givup with a nod of the head.
"" "Hello...morning," they replied with a md of their heads.
"How's the carpenter business?"
"O.k,"
"30...so."
"Very good."- -.- i
Her an answer, no one agreed. They all expressed the attitude
that carpentry wasn't hard; that it was interesting end kept thorn
trim*. and out of doors using their hands. Others confessed that
it was a source of nails and wood for home purpose to make benches
tables, and other knick-knacks to make the horns livable and Pleas
ant.
"now do you occupy the hours you aren't working?" I asked.
>-ay, I nave my hands full practically every spare minute,
hunting waste brush around this camp in order to make flower
vases ar.d stands," replied one of the men. "nad," he continued,
my wife makes artixicial flowers all day long and far into the
nighu, and she insists that I make all the vases..otherwise I
prefer to sit with a few cronies, smoke,my pipe and talk about the
farm we all left behind. Life would be sweet." The others nodded
in assent and several laughed, commenting that he probably would
n't make anything if he were left to his own devices.
Severaj. mentioned unfit gob., s.nogi (Japanese games comparable
to checkers; , and ma,i jeny occupied a great deal of their spare
time. Is a matter of fact, two insisted that they went whenever
tho sessions toox piece. One genial old man humorous and Siailing
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stated that he loved to sing ballads and recite ancient tales of
beauty and courage; that he was in the engei troupe (entertainers) and .insisted that everyone come ana join the jolly ban d
All the others laughed- loudly and one commented: "But you area
natural born actor and a God gifted orator -whereas we were less
endowed and consequently must be entertained by the-likes of you'-excellent showmanJ"
"As you prefer," the comic replied, • "and thank you for the
compliments." Roaring with laughter they continued on their way
to work.
"...well, well, about time you showed up," a quartet of young
nisei women accosted a late comer. "Did you forget to wind the
alarm?" they added.
"Hello," greeted a young man, "I had a late breakfast." Laugh
ing gaily, the group'began walking toward the administration sec
tion of camp. Two of the girls, nineteen years old, worked in
the hosuital as nurses' sides, and the other two, twenty-one and
twentv-three years of age; worked in the administration as.secre
tly end sfceno-typist; the follow aged twenty-one, worked in the
warehouse as" a mess swamper and driver. Conversation evolved
around the coming big Saturday night dance, the Thursday night
cawl games, what to do on Sunday afternoon, tne possibility ox
follow going out to school, the beet-fields, the urge to^go pla
ces, boys and girls, and doesn't so ana - sO look-so - cuu_e wa.

^^ y°u pe°pie d°

everyday and have your social fling?

,

you
"Tfsirl challcngod,

rd

1:

-I'm so busy I can't get

t^tair „od. W,
-

r have to knit a sweater and some socks too..-.-, _ hn„ltal. •
"Look," broke in her companion -wno wor„ea^in^„^ g-'my'toes
don't know anything abott„ nursing an
g^
to see that I don't, pull
"to night shift
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anything."
"Boy," sympathized the warehouse worker,. "I didn't know you
all worked so hard. All we do is take it easy...plenty easy.
One of the fellows brought a football and we toss that around for
an hour or sc to warm up. We all have a heck of a swell time.
Our toss is a swell guy. now don't get me wrong...we work plenty
hard when we really have to, ana sometimes we put in overtime
when shipments come in late; but we never work as hard as we did
back home. Here in camp, I've had plenty of time to play ball,
'bull' with the fellows, and go to socials...not bad at all."
"Say," stated the secretary who was silent until now,;' "I
heard from Roy in the Army and was he sweet...but I don't know
whether to go out and get married just yet. Mother doesn't want
me to. It sure keeps me busy writing letters to him and knitting
socks, too."
"...Riki's band is pretty good novj," commented a fourth girl,
"I can dance to his music for hours and hours. But I sure miss
those good old days when I could go to real .ball-rooms in the
city and have some real fun...none of this mess hail food smelling
dance palace. I sure get bored with this camp life."

THE

MORNING

WASH

.-i bout 9:15 a.m., the sky began to burst with patches of rich
/4\ blue and the sun began to seek out the cold terrain. Silvery
Zyuwhite veils melted away, but steam refused to rise; it was
still cold. From the washroom the voices of several issei women
commented lavishly about the unusually chilly spring days, the
difficulty in getting clothes washed as often, the x'&pid wear of
clothing, the price of soap, the difficulty in keeping'the house
clean, wide cracks in the floors and the lament that a washingmachine for sheets would be ideal.
"How are your English classes?" asked a woman of forty-seven
years as she paused a moment over the steaming wash-tub and peer
ed at her neighbor.
"Oh, I'm not doing so well," she laughed a reply. "I'M kind; of
dumb and it takes a long time for me to learn.
"I should go to English class, but I don't know a single word
of English anu I don' u think I can leux*n," commented the first
woman. "Besides, it's too late," she rationalized. "However-,tt
she continued, "I'm learning to make artificial flowers every

other day and now our apartment is covered with bright colored
flowers'! I'm getting better now, sc I think I will have, some
thing to give my son in the U.S. Army. Ee sends me so many things
and I haven't a thing for him; I guess he will like some of those
pretty flowers though. And besides, they will make a charming
present. I em also knitting a pair of socks for him too."
"Your son. will certainly appreciate those fine, gifts you make,"
a third woman of fifty commented. "If I weren't so sickly, I
could do a great deal more, but just to wash these clothes once
a day and iron them makes me tired. I haven't Deen healthy _or
the past five years, and with the internment of my husband and
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the loss of my oldest and dearest son to the U.S. Army...I really
can't seem to do more than sew a little at home and go to church
on Sunday mornings."
""/fell, that's that," said a woman of forty-three years and the
wife of a former city grocery store operator, "I guess I can make
it to school on time.' I don't want to be late.' You know, it's
just like going to grade school again after all these years;
everyday I get so excited that at times I go without taking my
pencil or pen."
"How many pupils are. there?" "Oh, at times when it's'warm, twenty to thirty students'came
to learn, When it is cold as it is today, possibly only fifteen
or so attend. It depends on the-teachertoo; some of them try to
hurry you through.,- -but' my teacher is kind and considerate. Yfe
learn more and ..like It .'better than ac-md of the others. Perhaps
someday . I will. be " able to laugh-'and smile with my children"'\vhen
they speak and jest-in English."
And .'"so, the mother of five adult children hiirried out of the
laundry ;room intent-upon learning to speak and write;the English
language? so that she may be able to understand her children who"
spoke English,.'.a tongue foreign and unknown to her. .Gatheredaround crude, tables and benches, seated on apple and orange crates,
seventeen old women grasped an ui^leldlug pen and began writing
simple words that were difficult to understand. A nursery school
of forty t.o. sixty years old pupils.. Ambitious and hardworking,
many lean over their task and with concentrated effort manage to
legibly write: Mrs. Yamada: "My son is in atnnzanar. I want him
here." Paradoxical but true, women utic- have lived a major part
of their lives without learning Englisa, sit in patient concentra
tion adjusting their spectacles, squinting at the blackboards,
murmuring a comment or two, laugl.ing at their mistakes, gazing
with mischievous comprehension -as they strut.gle 011. Many stu
dents have memorized the words to: Star Spangled Banner. Question
was asked: "Mhy learn English?" The -answer was simple and di
rect: "I would like to iearn English."

QUIET

AFTERNOON

y t wasn't long before the noon whistle blew, and thousands of
j workers ana scnool children hurried to their respective blocks
) eager to see their mothers and fathers or anxious to see if
an-J3xpectani. lettar would-.be/waiting for then. at-,the .block mana-
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ger's office. Strolling into the mess hall, various murmurs of
approval or disapproval can be heard. If the table reveals roast
veal and mashed potatoes, the comments will be: "Oh's ana ah's."
On" the other hand, if the food looks and tastes like beans or
fish
the growls and grcwns from the younger working set con he
h°ard
hid for a few minutes after lunch, families get together
a^d discuss the ..gossip and news of the morning and prepare for
the long walk back to their jobs in various places.
The afternoon sun is warm and many, Tuleans take off one swea
ter but retain the other. About two p.m. the kitchen crew of
youthful dishwashers storm out and.head for the block manager s
office to have a game of cards, or to pick up a.basxet^ball -nd
volley foul shots .around the basket, laid if the mood suits them,
they " iust sit reading the comics .and film magazines until the
evening hour when they once :again shed their shirts and wash
dishes
silver-ware, .pots, and pans , for 250 people. . ,rniong the
waitresses, a number.of them head for a class in artificial floV^r"SnggtoilEnSi3h1class

today?" questioned one girl of'.a.kibei

fri"?ei,"
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_ "f0 ^ire.HmphTic'Sy stated"one**old men. "But now we
Tvo nothing, end .it would b,,miracle to see n live fruit tree
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when we Return."
"That's right," joined in another old man who was intently
rounding off a knot in a rhythmically shaped carving. "He still
have to pay taxes for the land, the truck, and the passenger car.
Every year that we hang onto them it will he harder to pay...and
the value will drop too."
"Sometimes I'm glad I sold everything," started an old man
rolling a cigarette. "I didn't get much...practically nothing,
but it would have been worse to have it taken in taxes we can't
afford; what with sixteen dollars a month."
"Besides," began a third crony, "we have to pay our insurance
on the barn, the truck, and the car."
"Don't forget that life insurance policy, too!"
.md far into the day, the group gossip about the events in
Tule Lake, the moral, the religious, the home-town left behind,
the winning and losing of the war, panaceas for all evils, and
what should be done that isn't being done.
-t'. baby cries and a mother soothes the child to sleep. A young
nisei mother is. busy feeding,, nursing, and washing the baby's
particulars. It is a difficult day for a mother,, but she lives
in a world of her own as she watches the growing infant and dreams
of the day when he will become a great man. The father is a
young man working during the day as a mechanic, and for the dura
tion of the night chances are the man of the family will be pa
tronizing the attentions of the infant while the mother sleeps.
"Frankly," stated the young father, "before the baby arrived
-I was worried. Circumstances here in the camp didn't look so
bright for a birth, I thought; but the doctors are really effi
cient and nothing went wrong. BoyI I was relieved when every
thing went off o.k. j-nad another thing,. I don't have any doctor
bills to pay either!• The bills in themselves would have run into
quite a bit; but the big^QSt break is not having to work so hard.
I can't walk the baby and feed him at night the way I do now, if
I had to put in a real ten-hour day back home...I'm really a for
tunate man."
..I. n^-ello>" greeted a young kibei couple," just dropped bv to see
the baby, how is he?"
"Fine as ever," ^replied the mother. "He's asleep now...are
you two going to English class?"
"Yes, xve both started several weeks ago, but haven't learned
much,
the couple answered laughingly. "But," continued the
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young husband, "We can. really do aome studying here and learn the
language well enough to feel at ease among the nisei ana white
.Americans as well. Working in the grape-fields and speaking Jap
anese continually never helped matters. _ Now, we both work in the
same mess hall and have plenty of time between lion \s to go to
school; maybe we'll knvw enough English to get along after the
war."
EVEN ING
S H A D O W
r-, t wasn't long before the warm sun began to dip farther.west
and the atmosphere became a little chilly; a light wind began
whipoing the earth and school children hurried homeward laughihF and shouting as they dragged their books reluctantly as ooys
do° The girls clung to them
intimately as aYl females prone
to"do
Within an hour, tired and irritable, happy ana vivacious,
adult workers trampled the earth for home. The old block re, ,
thP
=ie and chatter of human beings.
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Stoking the shower-boilers, two old men watch the flying coal
flames and the belching black smoke as Tnleans walk in and out of
the shower rooms performing the last routines before retiring.
High in the sky, sightless, wild birds cry and the heavens reveal
a pale cold moon and clear dots of stars flicker and sparkle like
points of brittle icicles.
About nine p.m. the greater number of people still sit at heme,
talking and listening to the radio as they knit, crochet, make
flowers, read magazines, or write letters. Wandering back through
the cold winter night, several ambitious nisei who attended night
classes in academic pursuits exclaim unanimously: " B o y I t ' s
cold."
One hour later, lights go out one at a time within each apart
ment and the dark Tulean night becomes even, darker; but a fewlights burn on. Laughing and ci.atting a great deal, a number of
youths who work at various jobs during t-.e day, sit congenially
sipping tea and juunchimg cookies as they enjoy a social Evening
of a -closely knit group of their ami. Card games, discussions,
ouiji boards, and singing provide the bulk entertaisaseat. But
like all good things, about eleven p.m. the guests bid the host
or hostess goodnight and meander off into the cola clear night.
And as a• lonely warden makes his m_nnight rounds, ell interior
lights are out, and the people of the block are home at rest.
This is the end of an early spring day in Idle Lake.—Hiroshi Sugasawara

[~I t is like a dream—the scenes so familiar, voices that echo
jn the distance, .the cool breeze that sweeps soothingly over
the firebreaks, the elangings of the mess hall bells, the
chatters and shrill laughters cf carefree children. The wiry,
grasses growing along the firebreaks and between the barracks,
the purple hilss in the distance, Castle Bock's outline in the
evening when the sky is light—like that of am Egyptian mummy;
the sound of a phono-g raph jiving away in. a laundry room,the
stamping and shuffling of feet—jitter-bug session.
One .year in Tule Lake Project. A thousand and one events kaleidescoped into a Dali-Like impression: softball games along
the firebreaks. The "Ohs" of the crowd as the batter takes a
healthy cut "at the. ball-strike? Oh, .you robber!
Lust. Dust. The --eather of Tule Lake, as unpredictable as a
vfoman in a millinery shop. Snow in May, Indian Summer in Novem
ber—but i l l the year r-pund, wind, wind", '.and more. wind. Wind,
gentle" as a baby's breath; strong enough to rattle the windows;
wild enough to shriek between the telephone wires—whirling dust
and papers like a mineture tornado—sending fine dust particles
seeping through the windows; blanketing furniture and floor,with
a coating of white. Dust. Dust. Dust.
•
..
j~"jhe first

snow-fall. Tule Lake Project under its baptismal
j Fcovering of white. Tiny-cool flakes, floating down, silently,
U gently.
Hey,.it's raining again. The incredulously: By golly, it's
snow. T,r ell, I'll be dammed.
"
• *
Snow, gentle snow. It piles up on the front door-steps; it's
slippery as the dickens, and.it invariable turns into .slush,
snowballs, snowmen, and. snr- fights. Gnstla Pock, transformed- into
a snow-white c.-stle. And far off on the opposite side of the pro
ject, the hill to the right of Abalone mountain—it looks like a
hot cross bun with its'cross-like frosting.
And look at those dots on Castle Bock. Down they come. Home-
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made sleds, Sears and Mo nicy-Ward specials; long, short, narrow or
wide—they hump, lurch and careen dangerously down the steep side
—theaiow whipping into your face and the hair turning silvery
white.
.Tired of sports? How 'bout a dance? Here's a bid. It's the
Pensioneer-Mick's super-dooper. Let's take a look. It's a mess
hall but Christmas, what a change inside.' Look at that center
piece.' And look at that bar.' Cokes. Genuine cokes. Row do
these boys do it? The orchestra is not a push-over—it's Ivhki
Tanaka and his Stardusters. And sweet or hot, the boys can whip
it out. Tables with cloth. And white-clad waiters. Yeh, man,
this is the limit. Hey gar-con.' That's the stuff.. Roast pork
and dressing. Pickles end jumbo olives. Ah, appetizers and sa
lad. Cokes end more cc-kes. Stuffed like a pig ad then on 'with
the donee. An evening of enchantment and finally, "The Story ef
the Starry Night". The dance has ended but not the memory.
Time doesn't march in Tula Lake. It flits by. Events pile up.^
on events. Talent shows, songfosts, forums ana festivals. Kalidays and more holidays.
How 'bout a talent show? Here's one that leeks good—the Cafe
Continental. Yukio Shimoda and company. Tap dancers, acrobatic,
ballet, rhumba and more Yukio. Music by Woody Ichihashi ana his
bend, vocYls >'.•J ~u':r"i YisuTujI. ..j'.tVtuntie h cMiOiiu,, ana eeriei
aances.' How do the spectators like the show? They eat it up and
clamor for more.
Fourth of July. The real McCoy. The glorieus Fourth on the
firebreak. Heat, sports, games and dances. A historic moment
when Old Glory unfurls and flaps its silkon spangles and stripes
in the cool breeze. The sua pours it on. Parasols blossom out
like gay-colox-ed mushrooms. Around the sumo ring, issei men squat
around impassively. The referee clad in traditional costume,
prance's around the wrestlers and shouts his warning cries: Akiyoi,
noktta.' Akiyoi , nokotta, nokotta.'
The thuds and grunts of the two superably conditioned athletes
—perspiration glistening on shoulders, backs and legs—bare and
tanned; brawny arms locked in steel-like grips; faces contorted,
chest heaving—
Akiyoi, nokotta, nokotta.'
The finch concentration of strength, the sudden dexterous twist
of the body and then the heavy thud of fallen body—
Jozrdq.The shouts of approval from the spectators. The match

is over,
i \ n interval of time flitting merrily along—softball, hardI & \ ball, mess hall gongs clanging harshly in the morning; lunch
[_r~\\and supper to the same old tune—school for the youngsters,
work for the old—wash-room conferences—squabbles and laughters-the jeers of the youngsters:
Come on, now! You do it. The cycle continues: That's sharp.
Eat itt
The fountain of youth, the heart cf cornucopia, the idling site
for all—the canteen. Fruits, soft drinks, ice cream, groceries,
hardware, dry goods, stationery and knick-knacks.
Ice cream's all out, so's peanuts. We have crackers but no
butter. Meat's rationed and so are canned goods. What the hell
kind of a store is this? The shrug of the shoulders—what can one
do?
Here's a block manager; what is he? Nursemaid, janitor, mess
enger, complaint board, diplomat, tyrant, judge and jury. He's
one and all.
Hey, the light fuse is out. My wife is sick, call a taxi.
Tall that guy nest door to cut out the snare drum. Where's my
newspaper
?
Wait a minute boys, I'm not Solomon and neither am I Superman.
I'm just the block manager. Tell it to the councilman. Oh,yeah?
What councilman?
Whollives her©? The' bachelors. Oh, the bachelors. PhewS It
snre Looks 1 i ke it. Look at those unwashed socks and shorts.
What's tfeai^pile of dirty shirts and hankies? Don't they ever
make the bed? What's this pile of ash and papers? The dump pile.
Gadi What a messl Look here, boys, suppose a visitor dropped in
to see you? Let them come? .Jhat gutsi
Pic, Life, Time, Look, Reader's Digest, Colliers and more Pics.
What food for brains. Gut-out pictures of gals on the walls,
nude sketches on the door, women on the brains and woman in their
talks. What a hunch o.f hard-up guys.
n A Hhat are those sprawling green buildings? And what's that tall
TO chimney for? Well, sir, that's the Base Hospital. You've got
J a toothache? Your tummy hurts andp yeuf tonsils tie b .3?
Well, the Base Hospital for you. Your wife's expecting, your fa
ther is ill? The Base Hospital's the place. Some outfit, that
Hospital. It's the panacea for all illness, the final resting
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place for some and the start of a new life for many.
Labor Day—parade, floats, baseball games and bazarrs. The
Slag pole dedication and more talent shows. Harvest- Festival and
Thanksgiving. Chilly evenings, frost on the grounds, silence in
the night and the glistening blanket of white. Noels, Holy Nights
—the first Christmas in Tula Lake.
Rumors and more rumors. Did you hear about the councilman who
got beaten up? what's all this junk about resettlement? He'll
be hero for the duration. Rain and mud. Snov. and slush. Bas
ketball, football, talent shows and more rumors. War will be
over by spring. That' what you thinkl
Mio's leaving today? Why, didn't you know? Well, I'll be
darned, let's get going. There's the bus coming down the high
way. Look at the mob—old and young, male and female—plenty of
tears shed and hand-shaking galore—they look happy and yet they
are weeping.
Well, look who's here. Didn't knew you're leaving. Give my
regards to old Chicago. I'll be there before the summer is up.
So long, old boy; don't forget to write.
The bus rumbles into life, rolls into motion and slowly pass
es through the gate onto the highway• It picks up. moment ura and
amid- waving of hands rapidly dwindles into a tiny dot, then into
nothingness.
And just outside ike project gut©—t&e moeea of hikes rs—rugged,
steep, end historical -iiandffiark—CAstla Jcoek. Hp it3 sloping si
des, ' youth gaily trudge. Sage brushes and grass, hugh boulders
and small pebbles,, the winding path leads from one ledge to an
other. The peak at last where twin crags stand guard over the
sprawling countryside.
To the north, the dark squares spot the plain—barracks; and
countless spirals of smoke climb into the afternoon sky. The nippins breeze sweeps refreshingly over the rocky lodges, the west
ern sky assumes its nocturnal coloring of silver ana gray, the
shadows drape over the slopes their mantle, a tower stands out
lined on the hilly slope—dusk has fallen.
A myriad fireflies glow among the barrack windows and from a
distance the faint wail of the train carries back mournfully on.
the evening breeze.

It-'s twilight over Tule Lake.
—Arthur T. Morim.it su
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A s much a part,of the life of every resident at the Tule Lake
/ARelocation Center as anything during the initio.1 year wa^ ne
/ Wthletie urogram, A one phrase description of the program
couK well be "from not rung" to - something." To start irom a
scratch is a tough problem In. anything-, anu it was no exception
when it came to getting a favorable recreation plan going here.
At first all.that the recreation directors had to w-ork with was a
lot of sandy sp ce, a very limited amount of supplies, anu the ^
hope that the people, as they came in, would.bring more equipment,
'^oS^of^hf'first group-of- volunteer workers to arrive on May
27 1S42 a.small athletic staff was selected. T^eir urs. du
ties involved in laying the ground work for a recreation
for-the incoming neople. By holding various organizational maeu
inas and the laying of diamonds, they were, able to prepare xor the
first major sport, softbaU. Proving no be a mnarance during
the early days, besides other things, w a s r h e D a t r e r e d m o r ^ l e o ^
the people. They were yet to recover from the troubles
evacuation and seemed reluctant to cooperate or help.
• The weather was an unknown factor with which to consider. Ru
mors were to the'effect that it snowed, rained, •etc. for.£ine out
of twelve months, but except f o r a period in nud-winter t h e c o n ditions turned- out " to be passable. All in all, though, to get
sports started in this Project -has a job which inrolted Much hard
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work, mu,ch initiative, and a little luck.
In the beginning there seemed t o be hopes for building tennis
courts, golf course, gymnasium and other facilities. Endless
hours were spent in their planning by interested persons, but as
time went on it became evident that, all those things were just
mid hopes. The ideas ended up in the ash can.
Realizing that they were not going to get much .aid from the
\TRA as far as athletics was concerned, the sports directors soon
began concentrating on doing what they cculd with what was avail
able.
On the evening Qf Friday, June 12, 1942, with only a few nun—
areas of the colonists in camp, organized sports was inaugurated
into Tule Lake aistory with the start of a eight team men's lea
gue. From then on, as more and mere people arrived, and as the
population neared its peak, more softball accommodations had to
be made. Also Larubail was started in the- early part at July. At
the height of the ball seasatt laet suateer, tJwu'tf
Cram nine
to ten leagues going full speed, playing an average ef six games
per evening, with over 1500 people competing.
The panorama of sports in the following months included eightman touch football and basketball as the major sports, while in
the field of minor spartr table tennis, volleyball, fencing, judo,
sumo, horse shoe, tennis, track meet?.;, boxing to«maa»sat said mar
athons were featured. Of all the major sports, the most success
ful was basketball, followed by hauuball^and softball. Although
enthusiasm was shown in touch football, it nev&r reached the-pop
ularity of the other sports. Despite being forced te play out
doors on sandy courts and rjacLer the most adverse weather condi
tions at times, basketball reigned as the king from November,
1S42 till May, 1S43—nearly six months. Outstanding minor sports
were the track meet held in July 1942, the two day boxing tourna
ment held in March 1945, the marathon race, and table tennis.
r^ thleticswero definitely a morale builder in that first /year.
j(j,\ iVith time meaning very little, looking forward to the imporLi~\j tant games or programs was a big thing. And a helpful factor
was that the Tuleans, issei as well as nisei, were very sportsminded, as was proved by the hugs crowds which witnessed the big
games. Even the girls drew as many as 1000 fans for a single
softball game, and many events drew well into the thousands*

Of all the difficulties encountered in the first year, the two
biggest problems were created by the battle with the elements,
and the battle of the competitors. First, the battle of the ele
ments. For some reason or another, constant wind storms would
come up, sometimes at the most' unexpected times, to create havP.c
with the playing of anything. Also something ' unusual for many
Californians was to play football in the snow. This battle with
the elements was bad but nothing could be none about it. However,
the second battle, the battle of the competitors, could most like
ly have been avoided to a great extent. During the borsehide sea
son and football, too, the playing fields became scenes of pro
test, fights, etc., which sometimes would grow into gigantic pro
portions, threatening to upset everything. In basketball, there
was less of that kind of trouble than in the other major activi
ties.
.
No one seemed to be able to explain just exactly what was cre
ating the misunderstandings, but some called it "cemp .peycfcclu gyj'
Whatever it was, sectionalism and frayea nerves probably had much
to do with it.
Carved into the history idf Tule Lake sports thus far has been
names which will never again make the headlines here, for reloca
tion has taken a number tif the yaung men and women back into nor
mal life again. But then again the foundation for new stars o
the future was laid because the youngsters had a good sports proPram too. Although the question of juvenile delinquency aid
5S/&0 the" ip Picture fror. time to tt», the «ct that the
youngsters were able to compete in sports mus- rm - i
Sit down. If their program had been possible to oe more com
plete, there is no doubt that
delinquency would nave
been cut to a smaller extent.
Nevertheless, the opportunities which the young boysana ^
had to play in organized leagues and under- capable leaders, -ill
help them in the future and for many
may not have had elsewhere. In considering all
no Question that the first year for providing wc.ee-i ^
Tuleans has been a difficult one, but ^ch *as
^friends
friction caused by sectionalism has oeen uro .en ,.-, —
have been made, the spirit of cooperation has
tor
a means of taking up the people's leisure
c anyone who wanted it, and best ci ail,
^.-Kunio Otani
j
u
v
e
n
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AUG. 13 - Canteen No. 3 suffered §>4000 fire damage.

( 2 k x o n o t o y y Off Oventi

AUG. 22 - Indian skeleton found under barrack #5111. •

1 943
MAY 27 - First contingent of evacuees, consisting of 450 volun
teers from Puyallup and Portland Assembly Centers, ar
rived in Pale Lake Project.
KAY 30 - "Hello Dance" Held at Mess Hall #720.
JUNE 11 - Colonists hell public meeting with acting Project Di
rector to discuss self-government.
JUNE 15 - Project's official mimeographed news-sheets "Informa
tion Bulletins" ^adopted permanent .masthead with the
name, "Tulean Dispatch".
. . .
JUNE 18 - Temporary community council formed.
JUNE 20 - "Woody" Ichihashi organised dance band.
JUNE 24 - Wage scale of $Y2, $10, -j?19 announced. Transfer of
4,200 evacuees from Sacramento Center completed.
JULY 4 - Recreation Dept. presented a day-long holiday program.
JULY 8 - Influx of 9,165
gan.

evacuees from Military Zone No. 2 be

JULY 11 - 3,000 persons attended
questions.

outdoor forun

on citizenship

JULY 15 - Influx of 4,000 former residents of Pinedale Center be
gan.
JULY 28 - Colony census taken.
AUG. 4 - Uniform meal planning established
mess halls.

fc>4

throughout

the
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AUG. 24 - Project farm began, harvest.
AUG. 29 - Bill Marutani awarded firso place honor in the Oratori
cal Contest in the Senior Division, Ruth Hijikata, in
the second division.
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SEPT. 1 - The right of freedom of religious worship shall not he
jeopardized announced officially by the W.R.A.
SEPT. 6 - Shiz Tamiki, sponsored by Canteen No. 2, elected yeen
of the Labor Day Festival. 10£-fcot flarj pole erected
in the center of the colony.
SEPT.14 - Project elementary
students.

and

high

schools

opened for 3,800

SEPT.16 - More, than 500 left the Project for sugar beet harvest.
SEPT.19 - Gila River Center residents expressed gratitude for the
Tule Lake grown Vegetables shipped to then.
SEPT.26 - Shipment of 500 hog? for the farm expected here.
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OCT. 51 - Harvest festival.
NOV.

7 ~ .army Japanese language school at Camp Savage opened en
listment for qualified Japanese—Americans in the relo
cation centers.

NOV. 26 - Colonists enjoyed turkey dinner for Thanksgiving.
DEC.

4- - Project sent largest delegation of volunteers
Army school at Savage, Minn.

to U. s.

DEC.

7 - Little Theater group performed before first-nighters.
Press Club sponsored Red Cross benefit dance.

DEC. 12 - More than 2,000 toys donated by various churches and
organizations throughout the country received here to
be distributed among young children for Christmas.

OCT.

2 - Rally held at the outdoor stage to discuss "Nisei's Re
sponsibility as Citizens".

DEC. 22 - Harvey M. Coverly appointed to replace Project
tor E. L. Shirrell.

OCT.

6 - Governor G. A. Sprague as&ed for fiu"'ar beet laborers in
a letter to Project Director Shin ell.--

DEC. 23 - Colonists spent Christmas quietly attending church ser
vices and choir concerts.

OCT.

7 - 400 high school students assisted in harvest of Project
farm crops.

JEN.

Direc

1 9 ^ 3
8 - City council established judicial panel.

OCT. 12 - W.R.A. Director, Dillon S. Myer., visited Project.

J^N. 13 - 450 volunteers relieved coal crew labor shortage.

OCT. 15 - Legal steps for formal recognition of Tule Lake's Co
operative Enterprise as a corporation taken with the
State of Calf feral a.

JiN. 26 - Parent-Teacher's association organized at Project grade
school.

OCT. 20 - Movie theater building
wide election.

project turned

down in a city-

JIN. 30 - Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson announced the
tion of special nisei combat team.
FEB.

6 - Army representatives arrived to recruit volunteers
the combat team.

FEB.

9 - Registration of all colonists began end Project schools
closed tc enable teaching personnel to assist.
Mass

OCT. 21 - City chartei-, accepted by the community council.
OCT. 26 - Planning board election held.
OCT. 27 - alack 43 selected a model community unit.

forma

for
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, clearance program announced.

FEE. 11 - First chicken egg hatched on the Project poultry farm.
MAR.

1 - Registration of aliens began.

MAR. -10 - Male citizen registration ended.
MAR. 20 - Senator Hallgren, author of the bill to transfer con
trol of W.R.A. back to the army because of reported
coddling of evacuees, visited the Project.
MAR. 26 - Shoe rationing procedure set-up.
MAR. 29 - Rod Gross drive launched to raise ;J1250 to carry on the
work of the' local chapter.
APR.

5 - Young People's Christian conference held.
ance procedure simplified.
•

Leave clear
"

APE. 9 - Planting of 10,000 trees started.
APR. 1J - Project clean-up day.
.*

APR. 26 - Volunteers for the nisei combat unit given physical ex
amination by the army-examining"team.
• •
APR.* ?0 - High school student body held "Hannkr Earnivai." •

•

MAi • 5 - In a new administrative instruction, tJ.R.-A. allowed'issei to hold elective offices in the' community govern
ment .
MAY 6 - Co-op reported
*85,995.52.

a

total

of unallocated net savin** of

MAY- 6 - N. Y. A. opened vocational training opportunities for 25
Tuleans.
MAY 12 - Community activities Section planned U.S.0. for nis e i
servicemen visiting the Project.
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DEMOCRACY.
j4>l &C iW'tC
I \ t.- one of the U. S. Army camps way down south in 'issi^sinni
of men marched about the parade greeds £le Sm
V
rSe
^t -^" !f
_barked °ut ordorG. "squads left, squads right.
£*e
_
Tf* rang6'.the ShrTp StaCCat° of thJ machSfi;
•
f was mingled '7lth tne "boom-boom" of a mortar gun. Jeeps
Jceps
dashed madly around.

/A\squads

aliusual about a scene like this you may ask.
ah -lot'?
an asu^i activity m any army eamo.

It* s

I*9®' true: but ttis i s
Shelby, the only camp i n the coun
try dwsignaled oy the United States "ur Department as the train
ing ground ior tne special Japanese Combat Unit. And the men
here, about 4,000 of then who had volunteered for this unit which
was created by the '.dr Department in February 1543, are Americas
of Japanese nncestry undergoing intensive training to fight Jussolmi,, • ntler or To jo whenever or wherever ordered. Over a
Se rSt
***** recruited from the ten relocation centers.
The rest of the group came 4,000 miles away from Hawaii.
•iiC -^fcric -1 citizens of Japanese ancestry serving in
tne^ mrmy Defore this? .toy the Special Combat Unit?
Bejor? the outbreak of the war in December, there were approx
imate Ay 5,000 nisei soldiers in the united States Army.-iThis
figure represents the largest percentage in proportion to all na-
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t-ionalities—Ed.) The bulk of them came from the Pacific Coast
.and were serving in the various branches of the Army at many of
the camps situated along the coast. T~ey. trained side by side
with their fellow American soldiers.
When war came, the army did not know what attitude to take
concerning the Japanese American soldiers in their midst. If the
nisei soldiers were sent t.o the Pacific Combat Area, how could
.they be differentiated from the soldiers of Japan? What of the
attitude of the Caucasian soldiers? There were many other puz
zling auestions. Until some solution to this problem could be
found, nisei soldiers training in the combat branches of the ser
vice were transferred to non-combatant groups. A large percent
age of them were shifted to the medical corp division. Subse
quently all nisei soldiers on the Pacific Coast were transferred
to camps in the Mid-West. Simultaneously, General DeWitt, com
manding officer of the Western Defense Area, proclaimed that Am
erican soldiers of Japanese ancestry would be barred from the
coastal area. This was done to eliminate any possibility of a
spy hazard. The Pacific Coast was littery with invasion f e a r .
The coast was in the grip of a war hysteria.
Those who .reported to the Selective Service Board as their in
duction turn came were told that the Army was not accepting nisei
-into the service at the present. Many volunteered but received
the same answer. All nisei were automatically placed in the 4-C,
aliens, and 4-F, physically unfit, classification.

NISEI

COMBAT

TEAM

few months after the outbreak of the war, evacuation Oi a_l
Japanese, aliens and citizens alike, .from the coastal area,
was ordered by General DeWitt. Subsequently an were placed
in ten inland relocation centers.
During their confinement either in the assembly centers or
later in the relocation centers, the nisei sent hundreds of rot
ters to the Secretary of War and oven to the President of the
United States, asking that they be allowed to serve in the Army.
But the answer was always the same, "The War Department does not
•at the nresent time contemplate taking nisei into the armed iorcos of the- country." Plainly the War Department, had not as yet
formed any definite policy in regard to Japanese-Americans Ox
military age.
,
.
Their loyalty questioned, denied even a chance to prove their
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loyalty, the nisei became wrapped up in their sense of grievances
and live'd an apathetic life within the confine of the centers.
The nisei jokingly referred to their 4-C and 4-1' classifications.
But beneath their banter one could discern a note of resentment
and bitterness.
In such environment, Secretary of War Stimson on January 28
suddenly proclaimed, "Plans havebeen completed for a..nation-wide
voluntary induction of ..American-born Japanese now in the ten re
location centers and elsewhere in the United States and the Ha
waiian Islands., Loyal Americans of- Japanese ancestry will compose
a special unit in the United States Army. Tnis action was taken
following study by the War Department of many earnest requests by
loyal American citizens of Japanese extraction for the organiza
tion of a special unit of the Army in which, they could have their
share in the fight against the nation's enemies.
"It ,is the inherent right of every,faithful citizen, regardloss of ancestry, to bear arms in the nation's battle.. I/hen ob
stacles to the free expression of that right are imposed by emer
gency consideration, those barriers should be removed as soon as
humanly : possible. Loyalty to country is a voice, that must be
heard, and I am glad that I am now able to give active proof that
this basic American belief is not a.casualty of war.
"Steps must.be taken to determine those individuals in whom
the United States can place full trust and confidence.
The ques
tionnaire is a means to that ond."
Plainly this - was an intitiul stop in a program to r estore the
nisei back into normal community life where they could share the
lot of the general public. The.questiennaire and the Combat Unit
were the keys. But.before-this could be done, their loyalty had
to bo determined first, for the government . was fully aware that
there were some "whose ties with the Japanese Umpire were such
•as to disqualify them for positions.of.trust in this country."
Cue of the nisei's reactions; to the announcement was that of
confusion and they failed to see the gravity of the issue before
them. Experiences of the past year rankled in their minds, and
they hesitated; they doubted; they dquestioned.
Place any other group under similar experience and the reaction
.would have been the same. For, after all, the basic emotions of
human beings are all the same regardless of racial differences.
Far sighted nisei leaders as well as the WRA Aciministratlve
staff pointed out the seriousness of the issue at stake. "The
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whole future of the nisei in the United States is at stake," they
said.
. "You are on the spot, you must look forward and not backward.
For your own sake you can't let the bitterness and hurt in your
hearts blind you to the tremendous implications of your refusal
to cooperate. The people on the outside will not know your rea
son. They will simply think, "There, that proves it. The Evacu
ation was necessary and right. Those people are disloyal. Look
they won't even join our sons to fight for democracy."
"The -people on the outside do not know of your loyalty and
therefore the success of the government's program is of the ut
most importance. You should be thinking of your duty to your
country rather than the rights which have been temporarily sus
pended due to exigencies of war. Establish your loyalty first,
then your rights will bo that much easier to recover."

TH£
ANSWtR
j-—ihe government patiently waited for the verdict which was to
j j decide the future of the nisei in the United States. Here
U they still loyal in spit- of the bitter experiences which
they had undergone or had the strain on their loyalty been too
groat? •
The Volunteer Combat had boon endorsed by the President-of the
United States. On February 1, he had written to the Secretary of
"Jar Stimson endorsing the plan and attesting to its high purposes
iji these words; TI am felad to observe that the -<ar Lspartment,
the Uavy Department, the bar manpower Commission, the department
of Justice, and the Her Relocation Authority, are collaborating
in a program which will assure, the opportunity for ail loyal Am
ericans, including Americans of Japanese ancestry, to serve their
country at a time when the fullest and wisest use Oi our manpower
is "all-important to the war effort."
The answer came in slowly ana. then gained momentum as the
issue before the nisei became clarified. Leaders, who took a
long range view of the situation pleaded in behalf of the future
welfare of this racial minority.
At Minidoka Relocation Center, 300 volunteered-. This group
represented IS per cent of eligible males of military age. Al
though "the other centers did not have as nigh a ngure as minidoka, Army officials expressed satisfaction with the results ob-
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Nisei ,soldiers in training or fightixig at the front and the
volunteers are all of one opinion in their determination to dis
pel. the doubts and suspicions about their loyalty to the country
of their birth. They had to justify the faith placed in them by
liberal minded army officials as well as others who had worked di
ligently to make this opportunity possible. A volunteer from the
Topaz Relocation Center wrote:
"I have volunteered because it is my firm conviction that the
destiny of the Japanese American people is here in America.
I am. as much embittered as any other evacuee when X consider
how our race -was singled out to be uprooted from our homes, farms
businesses on the Pacific Coast and herded behind barbed wire
fences, even though we are American citizens and our parents are
law-abiding pioneers who have been denied citizenship by the U.S.
. naturalization laws.
"Devote the utmost of ourselves to this cause, and not let
the darkness of our present situ? ;ioa or our grievance® arevent
us from proving our worth before tfce eyes of the
public."
Another letter from a nisei serving as interpreter iaj the Sol
omon Islands to. his former instructor at Camp Savo-.o reflects the
same spirit.
"I have a good chance of not coming out of tunc dlive and I
tell you that I don't mind dying, but X won't stand far bsyone un
doing ail of the work i/hut you, our classmates and >11 s>f us are
doing."
when Xcpon attacked Hawaii, nisei members of the National
Guuras rushed out to the field and manned machine guns in defense
of the Islands. Three members of this group recently received
recognition, from the Jar Department; Pormer nisei members of'the
Hawaiian National Guard, about 1,000 of them are now on the main
land training for active combat duty.
About 175 soldiers are serving in the South Pacific combat
zone acting as interpreters, according to the recent United Press
dispatch.
They and the thousands of others who will follow them into the
widely scattered combat zones are proof to the scoffers and the
doubters, who are continually trying to discredit- the loyalty of
the i-sei, mi at rmericanisa is a matter of the mind, and heart and
is not based on ancestry. Nisei are fighting to gain public rec
ognition of this fact in addition to fighting the axis.
—Tsuyoshi Nakamura

R
c

She bus' motor began to sputter and immediately dissolved into
an even hum. The hum. became a roar and the bus slowly moved
forward. Only a few on the bus and their friends seeing them
off had eyes that were dry. The crowd streamed up toward the
gate to catch last glimpses of their departing friends as the bus
moved out the gate acid into freedom.
Where were they going?
To work.' To colleges.' To ioin their families.'
To places strange tc them—strange faces and now environments
—with hopes in their hearts; they are leaving the project, their
families, and their friends. They bravely set out for they be
lieve that only by relocating themselves can. they be prepared for

,
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the more difficult post-vti&r-^r^d.-^by going out they can best
serve this, their country, for ihpy know that they are nat help
ing to win the war by staying in the relocation
Those in the various camps do not think thei&aeiau» to be pam
pered or coddled. They do not have any ehot#e in
they, want
to eat. They do not have the privacy they wer% aaaustimed to
back home. But, with all the inconvenience 3v dkssatiaction
and grumblings there' are mafty who are afraid to venture beyond
the security of the wire fence.
1
"Fear on the part of the evacuees £4 another factor
:
which has discouraged their venturing away from, releca - .
tieh centers to work'oh our' farms—fear' of reprisals'
against all Japanese Jbi tMs country, not sheltered ih
protective' government custody, if the war in the Paci
fic should produce conclusive evidence of widespread
brutality to .American prisoners by Japanese war lords;
or if major bombings*of'our'PfeOifiCdoes# cities should
oeour with shocking loss of American life add property..,.
lintel confusion is another factoix Confine 10,
000 to 20,000'people in any congested area; let them
live
this unsettled condition with a lot of time on
their hands--time for idle talk, time for Sfcrsing greivances—treat them with a suspicion that Steeds 'suspi
cion- in return, end you are bound ta spawn false rumors
'-*•
and intrigues that are not conducive to full coopera
tion.. .Shafts human nature."1

OCCUPfiTIOftflL

klOCPTIOny

R f|ar Rs location Authority's first year has bean that of admiais1 Vv |trative aches and difficulties. The drift year is always the
L/\Jhardest. Charged with the responsibilities of re-establisMn g
US ,©00 Japanese evacuees from the military zone, the new govern
ment agency was concerned,during tfce first quarter year of its
existence, primarily in providing places 'Slfesere the evacuees mig'iLt
live and work in relative seclusion pending development of order1. Excerpt f^om an appeal for ©©operation in obtaining eva
cuee labor of Japanese ancestry from tha Central Utah relocation
project to help relieve the shortage of help 0n Utah farms made
On Feb, 28, 1843 by Governor Herbert B. Maw.
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,
ly plans for their relocation into.normal stream of.American life.
Its original program of resettling of evacuees did not' ..gain
momentum from Tule Lake Relocation.0,enter until eahly.;,this year.
Yet, the bulk of the resettlers has been younger evacuees' of
Group B as indicated in the age-group chart of. the Project popu
lation below.
\.n . I AGSr^ROyPS;.OF .THE-' EVACUEES IN THE TUIE lABE . PROJECT
{-Based upon, the population total of approximately 15,000)
-:V
- - - - >. ^ .-J*'
•A; -35% of- population......
a.B.: .28'p of population......
..-.between 18 to 30 years
.
.. . - .
. . .
. of age.
•Cx •
r . i .•
...
•;
a. 1/.2 of this gr, oup are women.
•C. 37tfo of population
over 30 years of age
a. composed • mostly
• - '•••..
•
of i'ssei . .
.,
„ b. 1/2 of' this group
Z\.
is,over 56 years old.
.

M-: *

;

•

•\*i quick glance of the chart would show.that Group B comprises
less than a third of the total population. Various factors con
tribute to why the. resettlement program has been slow to affect
the general Tule Lake Project population. To present.a .few:
• .,?,Iost of the employment offered ere for single "per
sons who are inclined' to bo-more .adveiiturcjus than family
men. Family men"cannot support 'their faniiiies on wages
offered' to a single person. 'Single persons e>r_married
- couples Lave a-certain.freedom of movement- and. are.-not .
- - - hampered by the high cost of. living as families.are...
0
A third of the Project population, is th.ose
who are under 18 years of age,.:. Because of their youth,
their plans for relocation, are frpuned upon, by ..their
parents. This disapproval may apply also to a good num
ber,of single girls above^18.
• A strong fooling exists .among a large'number,of evf?Z- —
cuees of a hope to return to their, former homes... pp the „
Pacific coast.
1.. •
• Types of. employment ..offered-are not suitable-for
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Japanese evacuees. There exists a notion in the commu
nities outside that the evacuees are only adaptable to
gardening and domestic works. Project's population in
cludes a considerable number of people trained as sten
ographers, mechanics, shop and mill workers, laboratory
technicians, nurses, accountants, and many others with
equally developed skills.
%
Some have been embittered and disillusioned by the
unfair treatment of being evacuated from their homes.
Pear. The fear of public reaction to unfavorable
war news; the publicized high cost of living; fear of
racial antagonism; end other aspects that must be consi
dered when living in the outside make the camp appear
mere attractive..
•
To many of the evacuees, especially the older issei
_ ^population, the Project has become their "home". T h e y
would rather stay in the Project with their families and
friends instead of venturing out into new and s trange
ccmmunites which may be hostile, and face an uncertain
future. They prefer to remain in camps where they are
sure of getting three meals a day and a place to sleep
as wards of the government.
The ThR.A., according to its policy of encouraging the reset
tlement of the evacuees, is continually simplifying the procedures
for relocation. To a great degree, the "red tape" of waiting for
the approval of the leave clearance and of the indefinite leave
has been done away. What took months to accomplish can now be
executed in a matter of days, and the applicant for a job SUDiaitted through the "'.A.A. Relocation fiexd ofiice can xe a v e
"for the new job as soon as he accepts tho job and receives his
travel permit.
....
To assist prospective resettlers, the VvRA has establisneu. .3—
location field offices in various parts of the United States.
The function of the field office of the WHA is to explore the em
ployment possibilities, to assist the local civilian agencies,
committees on resettlement, and to forward 300 o-fers d.r-c^j .0
the Project Directors in the camps.
Recently it has become possible for evacuees with limited tunas
to accept jobs they may have turned down if it was not ior the
new VJRA policy of providing finances for the transportation and
the initial living expenses. The financial assistance is ren-
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dared by the WRA in the form of cash, grants made before the time
an evacuee leaves the Project.
To further assist the resettlers the MIA. will aid in their
housing problems. The National Housing agency has established
War Housing Centers where new arrivals are given information on
tho available living quarters.
If the resettler should be faced with a problem much too big
for him to cope with, the facilities of relief and of the
welfare agencies are open to him and financial . assistance may
bo obtained. And so, in this manner, the WRA is doing more
than just encouraging resettlement by seeing to it that the eva
cuee is given a fair chance to adapt himself in his new environ
ment.
Cooperating with the NRA and facilitating the resettlement
program are various organisations—The ' Committee on "Resettlement
of Japanese, the JACL, the Brethren 'and the Friends Hostels, the
American Civil Liberities Union, the Churches, the Fellowship of
Reconciliation, the American Friend? Service Commit*©*, the Y.W.
C.A.» Y.il.C.A., etc. Those organisations are worming
the
evacuees by raising funds, securing employment, providing loans,
offering legal advices and aid, and by educating th§ public as
well as the evacuees themselves.
The sugar beet workers have played a conspicuous part in the
resettlement program. Although they did not gc cut for permanent
relocation, the beet workers have proven to the American communi
ties with which they came in contact that all the Japanese in the
United States do net deserve the suspicion and distrust that were
attributed to them.
The living conditions and the wages of' the agricultrual wor
kers have improved in most cases since the initial recruiting,
m. sugar company v;as "taking a wise step .by inviting representa
tives...to make a tour of the intermountain region. In this man
ner the terms and conditions under which workers will come can be
explained by the leaders when they return. Thus there will be
less disputes about the so-called misrepresentations as to living
conditions and so forth."
On the whole, the resettlers are being well received. By the
initiative and actions of the evacuees themselves., sentiments
have been improved in communities, where they,were at first not
well received.
"Of course there are ehislers, leeches and bloa&sue*-

oO
ksrs who are only to©"willing to exploit evacuee labor.Some employers, according to tne records, appear to tin nk
they had purchased title to chattels when they hired eva
cuee labor from the way they protested when workers left
their employ because they were overworked.: .But the
handling of these is a personal problem, and, although
some have been victimized for a while, not a single one
in this district has had the difficulty in righting the
situation once he sot his mind to it."
Tne prospective resettlers are strangers to the employers and
so it is not only the evacuees who do not exactly know what they
are getting into but also tho employers who are taking a risk.
There have been complaints of the evacuee suddenly, after a short
while,'leaving the employer much to his inconvenience.
Tne' resettlers represent all the Japanese In this country,
what they do and how they act has an effect upon the welfare of
those both in and outside of the relocation projects.
It is felt that those of Japanese ancestry must again get upon
their own two feet and attempt to make a living as normal people
in society...to recall some of the pride they had in themselves
and to share and to contribute in the making ana the improving of
this, their country.

STUOEflT RELOCRTlOfl
1

j he nisei youth in the projects is being confronted with three
I alternatives: 1. to remain in the center: 2. to look for
J a job; 3. to attend a college, ohat should the nisei do?
Here are tho arguments presented by Joseph Conard for attending
school: (Conai'd is connected with T.3.R.C.—L'd)
1. To force these students to abandon their work
would be e. tremendous waste of the time and energy al
ready invested in.the students' education, nr. uonroe
Bentseh, "Vice-President of the University of California,
states that it would be equivalent to the "destruction
of an important part of our national resources."
2. ...attitudes of the entire Japanese-American
group of tomorrow will be shaped largely by their fu
ture leaders, tho men and women now going to or prepar
ing for college.
3. The entire _ group (without higher education) -
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may^ be lorced to a position or economic and cultural in
feriority , and no policy/ could more seriously threaten
hue lung-uenn future of the Japanese group in this coun
try.
4. ...the morale of the entire Japane-s-Amer'' can
group
be enhanced. And older evacuee, in a let
ter.. .aescribed some of the hardships of his present
,x.e ana concludes that the really pressing problem is
education of the young people.
A
very large number of students have indicated their de^re01 continuing their education in spite of the disruption in"their
oueht
about .b? the evacuation.
t :S
Host of the nisei stutiro
e.bl.8 to pay onlv
cf* •*-*•
L.
^
0 o. pftpt ^
u~^e "in&iexal costs
i
of the
on
coi^ega
mere are two reasons for-the financial difficulties:
ekc^Jon3 T J"ff3red the,losa of business and income though
tended S^te r i
ovorwaouming majority of students hare at^
® +
Coixeges or junior Colleges in .est Goaet States
t"eir
fatners
taxes covered the costs of tuition. There
is tne necessity of paying out-of-state fees.
Organizations Aiding Student Helocation
A nisei who wishes to go to a college and lacks the funds -eed
not be perturbed for there are various organizations and friends
willing to reader them financial aid. The National Student Relo
cation Council in a form letter to the "Javanese"
p
couraginglv writes.
~
^tuuents en'r'e'1_1 t3 slad t0 il£T<re you write us there (the new
ln/hllaaelPMa> aricl toing
us up to date on your
gEJ.
*TOhl6E*
«*aencee. Insufficient finds
snould not discourage you. fro matter how little, or how
much money you nave, we need exact and un-to-date in
formation to work on."
rttS*
S^^Z"Tte, StUd"t3 by
achdl^pzzllu
°f fees, and work opportunities although they
•-'^o&Cot tnat one should have enough fund k -fn-r -+
+.
not depend entirety open echotSeSps
*"•* 3
"*
ir,
iii0

, lhe ;ul° jfke
itself there are
Project
several groups
aidx
ot-uaent relocation. The Student
o+;
*
°
se memberhh-iu u o-~
+
~
student ^.nist.an Association who• me^oc.ship is open to anyone interested in higher e>dnr»«+-irm •
making crnta-t^ vu'+vi +*p op/.
•
,•
signer education is
in thS many colle3es,
in- the ci?
ih- \
and notify
WiUdU 6 uisei student is relocating from the
nrMect
ZPr-"Ct
and
the ** «• invite him, or her, into
X
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sociation. It is extremely gratifying to a new student in a
strange college, in a new environment surrounded by strangers,
to be cordially invited by them to join their activities.
Together with the Church Seminal' group, the SCA has been spon
soring a series of forms on the problems pertaining to the Jap
anese in the United States in order to acquaint future resettlers
with the problems they may face in their new environment.
Sponsored by the Union Church is the Tule Lake Relocation Loan
Fund which is open to anyone for student or occupational reloca
tion. The Fellowship of Reconciliation Travel Loan Fund offers
loans for paving the travel expenses for the student and employ
ment resettlement.
Then, there are denominational scholarships and loansthe
World Student Service Fund, and the friends, both personal and
strangers, must not be forgotten.
These are but a few of the organizations enabling deserving
nisei students to relocate and to further their education in the
preparation for the period after this great, destructive war.
|

{
|

Students accepted by a college or who have some
other relocation opportunity:
Known to have arrived and thus definitely relocated..8^1
Have recently received- their leaves and travel
permit's and may or may not have arrived
18-9
In the works in Washington and in Philadelphia.
154
Temporarily postponed (because we have lost con
tact with them, because their parents object to
their going because the community has turn e d
sour or the college has changed Its mind, or be
cause the college has not been cleared for stu\in
dent relocation
,
: Students waiting for placement

Total of above
»

12"/l
1-43
^
[

Total number of students who have applied to date...2814
From the National Japanese American
Council as of April 13, 1943-

Student Relocation
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There, are people who are friends of the Japanese in this coun
try and do care for them. It is up to the evacuees" to relocate
themselves- and to prove to them, their friends, and tc those who
do not know the Japanese, that they of Japanese ancestry are hu
man $nd not the ruthless beasts that propaganda depicts them to
he
that they can become an integral part of the American social
pattern.
A relocated nisei girl writes that she is "leading the life of
an ordinary American citizen and would recommend -to anyone with
intention cf leaving to do so without hesitation."
A student at Baker University in Kansas writing to his friends
says:
"...and fellas, I'm getting to know what Christian fel
lowship really can be like. People really treat me
nice and there-hasn't been one bit of offensive action
toward me."
From a Caucasian student's viewpoint concerning the nisei-'stu
dent:
"I'm happy to say that apparently thase Japanese stu
dents have become a real integral part of the student
body, beverai nave been elected to OcUiijuUs A±xCts auu
have achieved high scholastic records. They are res
pected ana liii&d by tne j^iajen
oi ouxier ofukiiuo."
One can quote letters and reports from the relocated, telling
of the. wonderful treatment they are getting, but of course it
would be illogical to jump to a conclusion from just reading them
that everything is just "dandy". It is not altogether so. A
great deal of inconveniences and hardships have been experienced
by nisei students in new environments somewhat foreign to them.
—William Osuga
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-^es P1 aines Illinois, is a small town of some 8,000 inhabiTjtants
about 17 miles from "Windy City". Trams from ohicago,
' or^on' their way to Chicago, coma zooming through tils to®
fjlike stratosphere bullets, leavins in their waie, newspapers
flvirs in the air, and a cloud of dust.
, _
Most" of %>-•' ' xmrabitants of Des Plaiaus havo never kttrd ot
i..ost or -5^Pacific coast.
Most cf the m-

-\r\sr:=

<*%.

hahiSSr^ooItave'nav^rleer^Japanese American in their life
-

.

T

t-Vps in stuff for both

"Monney mard

pes"ploines «ry sociable, »
-r, i n;pro
therii are only two msoi, mr. ma m
j
formerly°of Fresno, California, and lately of the Jerome helocaU°*

the Superior Type Compaq in Chi

cago, a national defense job,
-rnc>> nro un*or
The evacuees employe. in
mix &£J ,mch
as
standing orders not to clique together,
possible with their fellow Ammic-.n
-friendlv «nd evacuees are
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After the "tremendous, stupendous" experience of evacuation
it's kind of a let-down to the average evacuee to come into a
town like Des Plaines, where the people are so indifferent and so
busy going about their daily business. They are more anxious to
tell you about their troubles, or experiences with rationing
priorities or points, than ,to .listen to'y°.ur story.of the, evacua
tion. . •. j
• ';? ... i ...
V ,
•, . .
?
> i
;
But th'the^average evacuee'-^, ydih'ihds'. bseh-ipeading thes "Ehcifxc Citizen'" too ldng, it's something of a great; pleasure to-come
into a community likfe Das; piaines tegfiiid that the pebple ape :not
hostile, or ready- to_drive you out of"town,- but are .<vdpy friendly
; •
and courteous. "
'
•"
.'•
Of course, too, there are some people who mistake you for a
Chinese. The other day, we went into a shoemaker shop to have
our shoe repaired. Tie started tc walk out of the shop without
getting our ticket.
The proprietor of the shop called us back
arid said, "KG ticke.e, no washee."
The-next day,, when we returned, he. indulgently smiled at us
and -said, • "Sow's business?" We said, "I work in the Photo Ser
vice." He said, "Oh" with wide-eyed wonder, "I thought you work-.
ed_across the street,."—meaning in .the Chinaman®-s laundry..
There hays been'-no unpleasant experiences since coming here.
However, once while crossing a l o t with .seme l i t t l e boys i n i t ,
they yelled ft us, "Chinga-MongaI HongaJ''
People in the . Midlifest have . net . been conditioned to the'
"Great Yellow. Peril" as have the people on. the ./est Coast,. Hence,
ones they get' to know you, they treat you just as anyone else.
You eat at the same 'di'ha&r table., you go out with them and you do
everything except -sleep with them. ......
•J

».

•- -

*

"

—loe Oyama

THE

ISSE!

The Japanese - immigration to the United States is a recent one
compared to other racial raid national migrations to this country.
The oiiginal settlers still make up a majority of the adult popu
lation of Jcpanese-Jimericans. Their youth, the period of cultur
al determination, was spent in Japan; Although they rather quick
ly adjusted-themselves economically, became'useful' and.law-abid
ing members of society, they did.not•greatly, change their cultur
al pattern. They retained their language, their religion, their
manners, end other peats of tnoir social heritage. This is not
unlike other immigrant groups but become oven more in'rovu b'—
cense of certain other factors. The Japanese culture^ras more
divorgont .rom the prodofaixjjiting ..-estem culture, and then legal
and social discrimination on' the Ifcst coast caused thum to clust
er together for mutual aid and for social intercourse. Evacua
tion into relocation co.nt_.rs ht.s further narrowed the American'
contacts for those older people and will add to the difficulty of
cultural adaptation to American life.

THE

NISEI

The younger generation, the nisei , ir a product of two cul
tures. viioix nofiio background and their xjaericcn environncnt.
Tor tho gre t majority, the American culture is the stronger" inxluonco. Their education, their occupational. contacts, their re
creation- all. incline in that direction. As they mature,'thoy
r~<_lizc tn-.-.o c.^cir cnciicos lor happiness and success in this
couiitry arc incrcased • by the extent of their adjustment to it.
I-

fact,

in .their

anxiety

to be American, they tend to throw

overboard some; of the fine elements of Japanese culture.

O
S8
The cultural difference ^tween ^arerations naturally creates
some dissension, although th* Japemose quality of parental
loyalty which has been instilled by homo training prevents the
err from becoming too vide. Life in a relocation camp nas been
especially hard on the nisei from n cultural standpoint. It has
sharpened some of the differences .and mane the comlxCo more
overt. Then too, they have been thrown into intense contact wirh
ujore Japanese background when most of them were^strugg-iag o
free themselves from it. Also they had to give up ,ne°wupa«i ns
and contacts that were helping them to a more complete jne-xcaniStion! ":/liat is even harder to overcome is the brand, "Japanese
which has been put on them by the mass evacuation and the war
—vcho-i- when they rightly considered themselves Americans.
J ioportLrt factor la turning tte
-c-r-nrr /-ntprica* it has dishearteneQ otners; but oo tne &reu.t ma
horary aisco-urnga-nont. it has been a challenge
to prove their reel in ericanisau

T HE

KIB tI
. t n T-' r>an
+
•nj-e kit)ei American bom Japanese who have returned oo
for odufcti. present a speciel cultural problem. —,
numbers arc relatively small. Depending upon the number of yeoas
of foreign study, they find their difficulties of adjustment to
America;! culture increased, and during the war.thoy are especial
ly ant" to be confused. They are American citizens and yet may
differ more culturally from the nisei then the nisei do from
Caucasian Americans. Due to their dual cultural training, they
h-ve the opportunity to make an outstanding contribution to the
Japanese in America.and to all Americans by making possible to a
greater extent the fusion of the cultures.
THE

PROBLEM OF

CULTURAL

ASSIMILATION

From the foregoing summary, it can be seen that this question
of cultural conflict is not just a Japanese problem; n is an
American nroblem. America has faced similar situations many
f jnes^Be^ore. -In fact, there is no American culture except as a
rich blend of. contribution from many lands andpeupxes.Leoannot afford to let a war involving American ideals.aistort cur
thinking in regard to the very basis upon which this -oun
been built. Cultural assimilation of the Japanese-Americans is
thi job of all of us.
Arthur Egmey
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CI Lihere are two terns in Japanese tliat are used to distinguish
! the American-born from the Japan-born Japanese in America,
i V'e who were born and reared in this country are called nisei,
meaning second generation. Though we may not differ approciaoly
in our outward appearance, our attitude toward many things is as
different as are black and white. Our'parents, the issoi, trained
from birth in their life at home, school, and work, in the age
old-customs of Japan, frequently cannot understand the nisei who
were born and raised in America much as are other boys and girls
in -this country.
.
.
The most noticeable difference is in our speech, for the lang
uages of Janan and America are so dissimilar that fluency in bet i
tbn-ues is quite uncommon; and because language is of utmost im-Dortaiice in the transmission of ideas, the inabixxty to use a
common lansuage is perhaps the most formidable cultural barrier
between the'issei and nisei. We try to correct the English diction
and grammar "oL^our parents, but with very poor results. _^ur par
ents in turn often send us to Japanese language schools hoping
that the schools might succeed in giving us fluency in their lan
guage, but most of us, despite several - years of schooling, seldom
learn to. use Jaoanese with facility. People often remark in their
conversations, ""I can't find words to express what I feel and
think " and this is literally the case between issei_and nisa
in their everyday life! The army intelligence schoox, xn trying
to find instructors among the nisei, learnsd to their surprise
that few if any of them could read or write the Japanese language.
.Tho. barriers exist not only in. language but in many other cus
toms, and they are only slowly removed. Twenty .years ago,the
issoi considered the American form of ballroom dancing a most un. desirableform of recreation. "Imagine, a young man s arm enci.cled about your.daughter's waist,, and in PUDXIC too.
Sac~ C
ments were frequently heard among parents. ~>ut occasional y so L
fL L Ling young ninoi would sponsor a danco, perhaps
once on Fourth of July and again on Now Y-ar's mrc, ana these
would bo well attended by dance-loving boys and girls who

si

'

-

•.

would always arrive "stag", and return home- "stag". However
af-iur every "affair" the local Japanese papers would strongly repiimana me wilu nisei in tiieir editorials.
v/ithin ten years we saw the sons and daughters of these sare
edxtors on tue dance floor; another two vearsaid we saw thei'8
aw their
parents on the floor.
"GO - BETWEEN "
Can t you imagine, then, the issei parents' disma^ at reaue<»+
from young people for simple
" <Tt rquests
+w,+
E' tS~e bdl
y

---;;s —

Jlpaa ..hen a young lady reaches the ripe age of sav ei-ht
°"T

01

"arriaS0- * • ~ - ^Joovl/eTto w

Lxt-

md a "UWfl'
So
*™1VZ11
=S^tT
ieir closest
. 4rSd
tueur
Closes fnsna and
asks
him to no something about the situation. Doe
know of some
young lady or youth from the same T-iv-wv-c-h-— -c. r-,
themselves (and
without8 qUitVfflp°rtant)' witha
h-thout any ^known hereditary .illnesses? Of course, the girl
shvula know how to coom and sew, know *i0r mann'-rs
.i,™,
•

SST the^
little bright"

~no^

for

— ahoha L1oap:«:
a dowry, and preferably be a

TCLE LAKE POPULATION AC-E-GPOU? StlRVEY
(Total Population)

So with all these instructions which he already knows from
past experience, the go-between inquires about until he meets an
other person on the seme mission. Only for the opposite sex. Now
they compare notes, and if everything seems all right, the par
ents are told the good news. A meeting is arranged for the young
couple where the prospective bride and groom most for the first
time, or it should better bo said that they are present in the
same room for the first time, for the blushing young lady never
raises her head and the bashful young man looks at everything but
the object upon whom he is to pass approval. The well-bred chil
dren usually agree to marry the choice of their parents and gobetween, end strange as it may seem, such marriages often prove
more lasting thanour "love at first sight" type of union.
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A few nisei first broke away from this old custom. Now we
hear of courthouse marriages and even of elopements, and without
may eye-brow raising or fainting parents.
But if there are these cultural, conflicts, these barriers to
mutual understanding, We also come to realize that our parents
fire just as human as anyone else, and that we c n understand them
as. human beings. If our parents show parental concern over cur
welfare, we can understand that the- impulse towards concern for
us is not different from the parental impulse anywhere else. If
they show us kindness in little deeds from day to day, we con see
that kindness is not substantially different from kindness any
where else. It is on this common ground that cultural conflicts
are compromised and gradually disappear.

A H I G H ER

CULTURE

Because the average of issei is not about 50 to 55 years, it
will not be long before the issei generation disappears.
The
cultural confilcts may then no longer exist, but the significant
things of life which the issei convey to us will remain. If there
are things which we may think strange or wrong in Japanese cul
ture, there is also much that it has to offer in its calm and
quiet way.
It would be well for us nisei if we might inherit
their love of beauty in simple things and learn their patience.
If we should combine and temper these virtues with those of our
American background, I feel that a higher culture would evolve.
—Ncbu Naito
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ARE

N ISEf

LOYAL

y>

TO U.S.?

"Ojiek at random any-cMES-section °f 110,000 people in the
.~y United States. You will find men, women, children of varying
J kinds and occupations, some aliens,most citizens, the great
est majority loyal, some luke—warm, a few actively
di sloyai.
Those of Japanese ancestry in the United States are such a group.
No one doubts some of them may be passively or actively pro-Japa
nese. The Justice Diportmsnt has interned 1,974 such suspected
individuals for the duration, along with 1,44-8 Germans end 210
Italians'.
.-But for the groups as a whole, "the loyalty of the overwhelm
ing majority...has. not been seriously questioned by informed par—
sens." so states the Director of the Department of Justie® *s
Alien Enemy Control Unit. The Congressional Committee investi
gating National Defense migration, hoadsd by Representative John
Tolon, after hearing all sides, corroborates this; "-To nannot
doubt, and everyone is agreed, that the majority of Japanese cit
izens and aliens are loyal to this country.". Tho War Relocation
Authority's former director, Milton S. Eisenhower, brother of the
United Nations' commander in North Africa, reports:
"I have visited with many people, some of them
technical experts in whom I have confidence. I would
say that from 80 to 85 per c-nt of the nisoi, who are
American-born citizens of Japanese descent and who
have never boon out of the United States, are loyal
to the United States." (June 15, 1942)
^Many persons, such, as race-baiting Congressmen Mart-inrDics,'
Luxond nord and John Rankin, or sincere citizens misled bv racial
propaganda, have questioned tho loyalty of the Americans of JapaTnt' BUt Qgainst th0:Lr iH-informed opinion is the word
President Roosevelt; Secretary of War Stimson; the War Reloca
tion- Authority's present director, Dillion S. Iyer: James C.Ba' ^lsh°P of the Methodist Church for the California Area;
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Lieutenant General Delos C. Eumons, commanding general, Hawaiian
Department, U.S. Army; the editors of Time; Ray Lyman Wilbur,
chancellor of Stanford University; !«. C. ("Tom-') Sawyer, former
national vice-commander of the American Legion; August Yollmer,
noted erirmmologist and professor 01 pulice adrnnisi»rsiion at the
Universities of Chicago and California; Monroe e. Deutscn, vicepresident and.provost at University of California; John Dewey,
philosopher; Professor Reinhold Hiebuhr of Union Theologicax Sem
inar- Chester Ronell, distinguished San Francisco newspaperman;
Frederick J. Eoster, chairman, San Francisco Chapter of t h e
Red Cross. All these and many more testify to the loyalty ox the
t'Tical American-Japanese.
United Press dispatch of April 23, 1943 reports tnat ac
cording to YIRk tabulations, 95 per cent of the total JapaneseAmerican population is loyal to this country. A number ae
ius in war industries, including two in factories making, borap
s^hts and others in airplane plants. Thousands of American-Japa
nese are serving in the armed forces; more thousands, arc now be
ing recruited. The commander of a battalion cf these soldiexs
"I've never had more whole-hearted, serious-minded
co-operation from any troops."
_.
+rAOKV4.
^h-War Department says this is typical, aa^ a «ar.Department,
statement adds: Americans of Japanese.blood...are wantea because
the government and the army are convinced of tneir lojaivy. toy
-T /.
ere already on special missions in Ai- «jOU-h
IZttTc irrinl- 'as interpreters. Others arc filing in that
a ,;f.ntrv oorrosu-ifos lo Nortli itrioa, or »«a» tno
h.vc boon decorated.
«*>»»
B

as April 22, 1S43.)
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are disloyal is a question which I can not accurately answer.
However, I am fully convinced that the vast majority ofthe nirsei
are staunch Americans, steadfastly and unmistakably loyal to
this nation which has given them and their parents so much. You
ma^ inquire—what a-out uhe other nisei——those
who are disloyal''
I would answer that question in this way. It is,
undeniably
true that as the result of this war a great change does e^ist in
the hearts of a number of nisei. That a number' of nisei have
lost' faith in America is, also, true. It would be wrong to as
sume, however, that these nisei became.disloyal because they were
in sympathy with the Japanese scheme of world conquest; or that
these nisei have given their allegiance to the land of their an
cestors instead of to the country of their birth. It would be
folly for me to assume that hidden in the deep recesses of the
hearts of those who have lost faith in democracy were seeds of
Anti-Americanism that needed only the element of war for the
seeds to blossom. No, the war was not: the stimulus which prompt
ed many of the nisei to lose their faith, if not permanently/at
least, temporarily in the goodness of American way of living, and
in democracy. No, the war was not responsible for the change of
hearts, xor the loss of faith and love of country. No, the stim
ulus was the evacuation.
It was the evacuation which unjustly herded the nisei into
camps without trial and without justice that prompted ssany to
question whether this sort of thing was actually*democracy in
action. It was the strange likeness to the Nazi technique that
made many wonder whither goetk democracy. The evacuation was a
cruel, malevolent thing, 'utterly unnecessary. In its wake of
economic ruin, the evacuation committed tho very dastardly crime
01 changing many loyal, good Americans into apathetic, bitter
questionable Americans. It would be well to remember that the
thing which caused many to become' disloyal was not the innate
predilection for Nippon!sin, for' there' is no such predilection
existing among the nisei. The cause was the evacuation.
I, honestly, believe that these wayward children of America
can be brought back to the "fold again. I feel that you can do
mucn in the restoration of tho'faith of those, THE HISILEuSIOlIED,
•by redeeming that which was lost through the evacuation. It can
ne throu^ kindness, good-will,absence of racial discrimina
tion ana the perfecting of democracy 'to see tne real democracy
practiced.
—Prank Kijikata

This is a year'3 retrospect of my life in this relocation cen
ter. It may be a narration common to typical nisei-off-thestreet; a brief sketch of how Pesreacted to the incredible ne w
environment on the barren," dust-caked enclosure "with thousands
of slant-eyed Americans";like himself.
I was:born in Sacramento, California'23 ysirs ago. My father
is a Japanese immigrant who worked in the fruit orchards as a •
farm laborer. I was sent to school with Chinese kids, NegrO kids,
Portuguese kids, blonde kids'and kids of all colors and nation
alities. As I grew older f became conscious of my.race and my
social contact became more and more confined with people of my
own race.
.
. .. „
My father scraped : enough money to send me to University ol
California. There, my future outlook was a dilemma# I changed my
course frequently to fit the narrow pattern of nisei's economic
status.
'
, ,'
L
Evacuation came as a relief to.my post-graduate worries, but
its effect was a death-blow to any aspiration I may have had.
I«m looking ahead to resettlement with a mixed feeling of hope
and doubt.
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NOV. 2 5, 194 i
MIDNIGHT COFFEE
It was my turn to cook tonight, irJe're having hamburger almost
every other night and the guys in the dorm are starting to kick.
Feeding five hungry college
boys is not an easy task.
They eat • like bears and
fuss like mules.
Yesterday Mrs. Miller
paid me a dollar for clean
ing her basement, and I fi
gured on going to Campus
Theater to see a picture,
but Sumio»s brother, Al
bert, cane up from Sacrapnent c to visit us for the
weekend, Vfe made some coffee and "bull sessicned"
till one. Jil said ;he was
still working in the coun
try pruning grapes, it's
9- fi^y, a brilliant gradu
ate. in engineering like
him couldn't get a decent
job simply because he is
a "J-p".
I went to bed wondering
what I was doing in col-'
logs. maybe it was because
I didn't have anything to
do after high school.. But
someone said college was a
sound investment.
£> E C . 3 > I 9 4 2

* H A S H I N G"

I
» -p -a ootot * if
A, ^jama baiiquet party tonight. The fraternity w^s inv-mrlT ~
ne^°rin?£Crorit''OT2rn; "tc 1
"TSA
-* *1CClits -1 hour plus dinner and carfare.
..
'
I needGa
the money badly, so I toon
" the job. • VJhy is my father so late
with my monthly
allowances? (Oh well, I can't ask too much of
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him. I feel like a parasite living off the money he sweated on
the asparagus field.)
Gad, • the banquet was swankf The coeds came with their boy
t
friends in breath-taking evening gowns, perfuming the whole place.•
vie served the entree in a dimly lighted dining hall and they ate
luxuriously.
"lifter the dinner, they retired to the living room where they
smoked, sang and danced to sentimental recordings. Few couples
lingered in the garden. I dropped in intermittently to serve
drinks. - The- girls were tall, slim .and.extremely beautiful. In
the kitchen, plenty of untouched .and perfectly good foods were
dumped into the garbage -and thrown away.- I .took,a piece of pie
and some slices of roast beefhome to the gang. ..
Gee, I wish I was horn a "hakujin" and able to live inn fra
ternity.
. .
•_

DEC. 6 ,194!
MI D-TERM CRISIS
lid-tena is coming next ween. I'm cramming like, heck and to
night I sat up lata reviewing my notes. I shouldn't have.left
everything up to the last minute. I'll probably flunk my poly
SCi.

-

' :

The student club is putting c-n a dance a week following the
mid-term,- but where in the heck can I get. a date? Ratio of nisei
coeds to men is almost 5 to 1 on the campus., and even the homeli
est girl con be choosey as to whom she goes out with. I like to
ask Yuri but most likely every Tom, Dick and Harry have asked
her. She's plenty good-locking. I sav; her this afternoon at the
Bancroft book store. She stopped, smiled -and said,"hello". I
felt good all day.

DEC 7, I 94 I
SUN DAY
I had intended to goto the library and study for the mid-term,
while preparing an early lunch of rice and sausages, Hiro tore in
to the kitchen and unceremoniously announced that Japanese planes
Were bombing Honolulu.
"..hat are you trying to do, scare us?" asked Kiyoslii Mono who
munched his sandwich complacently.
-»"?w forget it," said Jesse, "radio must have been misinformed.
It 'could have been some sort of target practice. You've heard
of the army dropping bombs into volcanos."
Radio literally kept on humming all afternoon on the latest
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report from Hawaii.
I stayed home ail day unable to study, to think clearly as to
what happened. My mind is in a state of total confusion. What
about my future plans? What's to become of us?
JAN, 3,194 1
T H E L A 8O R
CAMP
Events have been moving so rapidly, my mind is hopelessly mud
died. It was hard to tear myself sway from the sheltered clois
ter. of Berkeley hills when the fall semester ended. Bat x nad to
join my father hare in a labor camp on the San Joaquin river del
ta to learn enough money at least for my tuition. With circum
stance as it is, I don't know whether I should go back to school.
The. future is horribly blacked out and I cannot find my per
spective .
The cclary packing sheovhere we 'commute everyday is too damp
to .suit me and I have caught a cold which I haven't been able to
rid for a week. I feel miserable physically as well as rusntally.
We have been at war with Japan for a whole month now and a
news commentator over the radio., is excitedly reporting tne ac
counts of the swift drive of t h e Japanese vr-r machines down t h e
Philippine archipelago. Also listening intently to the radio of
the. .vicious onslaught of their native country arc seme Filipino
laborers lying in their individual bunks under the same roof.
They areqquiet out cursing under thsii breath.
''The labor crew here consists equally of Japanese and Filipino:*
and my cousin's wife is doing the' cooking. There have been no
outburst .of physical of verbal violence although a ion Japanese
residents in nearby Stockton were slain by hysteria intoxicated
Filipinos. Japanese store windows were smashed after dark. I
don't think there will be any trouble here 'cause the Japaneseand the Filipino foremen have made an understanding to discourage
any discussion of the war.
'
^
The other nighr, a Filipino, whom I have worked with before,
tool: me into Stockton and treated me to a movie at Fox California.
After a supper of chow mein, wo returned to camp. Wo refrained
from any serious conversation.
.—
Letters-to-the-Editors in many of the coast newspapers apeadvocating that all Japanese in this country should be "steril
ized" or "thrown into the sea." These intolerant outbursts make
me wonder if the American people are losing their sense o^..£cdrplay and human decency.

MAR. 5,!942

vxl

TOlD

YOU SO"

"I told you so J Old man . kawashirnalaered at me, baring his
ugly yellow teeth. The weaseled old issei wiped his nose with
Ms hand and brushed it on his only khaki trousers which he wore
invariably even in town.
"You nisei are a weak spineless bunch," "he chiaed. "You boast
about your citizenship, your rights and loyalty but look What
happens. The government is going to throw you into internment
carps *with the rest of us like sheep and catties, and you still
talk about faith in American democracy. Why -do you keep on kid
ding yourself?"
I wanted to tell the old fossil to go lay a brick egg, but I
sulked away with my soul
half-crying, half-weeping because I
wanted so much to keep faith. I see no logic in having to sur
render my freedom- in a country which I sincerely believe to be
fighting for the same freedom. What are we nisei so helpless?
X

1

I t.Uor JAPAW&E
V*-

C U R F E W
iAlOO, 194 2
This curfew business is terrible.

I

can't eo to

shows,
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to play_bridge.
To top this, air raid practice is going on almost every night.
I've draped' all the tdndows and on studying by the feeble light
of candles. Curfew prevents me from going to the library at
night.

A P R . 3 , 1 9 42

FOR

A

BETTER

WORLD

The weary chimes of. the Campanile has bonged out its final
notes and the Berkeley hills are quiet and dark beneath a star
less sky. I am sitting at my desk trying to grasp the confusion,
that seethes in my mind like a nightmare.
What has the future in store for me? What is camp life going
to be like?
The letter I wrote to The Daily Californiaa, to my surprise,
came out in bold print with a box. It was a little note I wrote
during lunch hour. Mrs. Shock {whom I befriended and ramained a
staunch friend during my college years) said that all the Cauca
sian employees of the University were• touched when they read it.
It moved her* especially because she knew me personally- There
were tears in her eyes. I didn't think, a little note like that
would have that much effect. I wrote:
"Fallow Californians: It is only a matter of weeks, if net
days, that we will b'e asked to leave our state, our home, our
school.
"It's difficult to describe the affection that wells within us
as the thought of leaving the University surges upon us. Me don't
want to leave it. Yet, we know that in war-time, sacrifices will
have to be ma.de of everyone...sacrifices of things we love dearly.
"Tolerance, justice and fair-play are not mere words. We have
felt their ve.rran.oss here- on the campus even after they have seen
blinded by hatred and distrust elsewhere. We are firm in the
conviction that democracy is not dead.
lie know that a better world, a better understanding among
people will be recreated from the present confusion by such'peo
ple as we ret on the campus.
"In the years to come, we want to come back and be able to say
with pride: "This is California, our school, our homoJ"

MAY

16,194 2

WA L6R6A

Walerga Assembly Center is erected on a. cow pasture, a stone
throw from the outskirts ox the city oi Sacramento. Ac night, I
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love to watch the city lights illuminate...the sky pale yellow.
Although camp facilities are crude, we are provided with onlv
the barest essentials, but the place is better than I expected it
would be. The treatment is humane and I believe the WCCA men ore
trying to make us as comfortable as possible. I hate to be in
their shoes.
I'm maybe so impressed because I'm accustomed to living in
filthy camps while working in the fruit orchards. But it sickens
me inside to watch women -and children standing in line at the
mess halls with the wind and the dust blowing in their faces. ,
The kids are having a jitterbug session next, door and th> en
tire barrack is vibrating with the noise-I'm having lots of fun running the camp's mimeographed news
sheet, "Ualerga "./asp", with the assistance of Toko Fujii and Mary
Hesoicqwa. Toko is covering sports and Mary does all the typing
on my "portable".

JUNE

2!,i942

MOVING

AGAIN

I've been here in 'Talergu for loss than a month, but I'm pack
ing up my worldly possessions to move again. I'm .getting tired
cf packing and repacking. I hope they'll put us in a place at
least semi—permanent. It'll give me a sense of self-possession.
I hear Tula Lake is a barren desert and I wonder how long I
could bear living on a place like that. My mind is numb towards
any long range plans of the future. My only present concern is
my bodily comfort.

JU N E 26, 1942
SECTIONALISM
when I fir. t walked into The Dispatch office early this week
to inquire about .. job, the reception was that of peaceful .hos
tility. I felt the iciness of sectionalism bora- against me sim
ply because I ran the "V/alorga Wasp" buck in Sacramento.
What
actually provoked antagonism was the mistake I made in writing a
letter to Frank Tanabe, present editor of The Dispatch, asking if
the "Wasp" men being removed to Tuie Lake ahead of me could he
given a chance on the paper.
The "Dispatchers", wholly nisei from Oregon and Washington,
misconstrued it as cur intention to take over the paper.
I finally got a job as a feature editor today through tha ef
fort of Harry Maysda, Asst. director of Recreation department.
{ Before I came here, I had th- pre-conceived notion that nor-'
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them nisei would be "snooty" and condescending, Stanley, who
was transferred earlier, wrote to me chat girls went to dances
with high heels. He added that he was having difficulty getting
along with them.
The whole picture is too generalized. The northerners regard
us as rowdy and ill-mannered. Because vje were tanned bronze un
der the naked sun in the assembly centers, we are called "Cali
fornia niggers".
I can readily recognize a northern girl by her
pole waits complexion. It seems apparent that they*re generally
more Americmiizod because they aid not live in congregations of
capmaese colonics oack home.
y'fhafc I msent most is that they cane here first and got all
the good jobs. But I feel that as long as all of us are going to
live here together there should be no room for petty differences.

JULY

12,1942

NEW

SI<5 N! f t C A NC E

I have always been indifferent towards religion, in fact,skep
tical. TSion I was in town, I had conceived church as a social
center for exchanges of current gossips.
H ligion gained a new significance in rzy life; a brighter out
look into the fixture.
This morning, having nothing better to do, I decided to attend
a service conducted in one of the empty barracks. There wcren't
enough benches to accommodate everyone; tomo brought tholr ovm
folding chairs, end some brought empty crates. I stood in the
back leaning against the wail listening to Rev. Tano.be*s sermon.
There weren't the customary flowers and the elaborate alter.
The minister stood with a bible in his hand before a group of
earnest young faces and presented his sermon eleoquently from the
heart. The simplicity of it all reminded me of a story I once
read of forlorn travelers kneeling end praying in the wilderness.
I felt God very close to me.

A U G . 2 5 , !94 2

OUSTSTORM

Today is no day for anyone to be outside. The sky is bleak
and overcast. The wind is relentlessly blowing end churning up
the loose ground and no nook or crevice is immune to the ubiqui
tous dust.
I came home from work and found the room gritty rm.d-filthy
with grime. Powdery white dust had sifted through the edges of
windows and settled on the bed, the shelves, the books and all

the clothings nung on nails.
The dust disgusts and sickens me inside. One sleeps and eats
with dust.
...
•'bo one acts human in a duststorm. Like animals, all evacuees
seek shelter and all activities come to a standstill. Human ra
tionalization is blotted out and all minds are assailed with ran
cor and hatred.
•'It's only fortunate that these duststorms are sporadic and are"
usually accompanied by refreshing rainfalls. The ground hardens
and evacuees return to normal routine.

AUG.

29,

1942

STORY

OF

A

STARRY

NIGHT

The U.C. Club presented its first dance last night at Block 7
mess hall. Hardly knowing any of the girls in the neighborhood,
I mustered enough courage to ask one.if she would go with me. She
said she would.
I wore my loud sports jacket. I didn't have anything else to
wear. She looked pretty in her yellow dress and I fumbled for
something to say but I just simply said she "looked nice."
Mas Sakada, Eugene Ckada, Sakae"Hayashi and the rest of the:
fellows I knew in Berkeley spent the afternoon sweeping -ana pol
ishing the linoleum floor. We strung the bare rafter with blue
and gold crepe papers and attempted to. make the dining,hall..as
presentable as possible for dancing purposes. Per music, w@
rented a portable public "address system.
We danced fox trots and waltzes all evening and there were so
many new faces to meet. One heartening thing about came Life is
that I'm making more acquaintances. Eventually, there's bound to
be some friction in a closely knit community such as this.
The youns girls in the block, lAartha, udna, xciitr, murixo,
kilco, are working'in the mess hall as waitresses. It's colorful
to watch the young girls in bright aprons glide from one table to
another with pitcher in hand. "Tea, milk?" Their voices are
cheery and light.
It gave me the inspiration to write a short story of a misera
ble. boy who developed a sudden "crush" on a pretty waitress and
was disappointed. I called it "Story of a Starry Night' becaus.a
it happened to be the favorite hit song at the time and had it
-iAv —e Pfspatch magazine which I'm editing. Singular
cxnnmuage of being the editor is that you could use your own
story no matter how cornv it is.
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An adolescent girl who read "The Starry Night" said she liked
it: "because it did something to me inside'1. The older rea
ders thought it was naive but amusing.
Life is new and exciting here. There's so much to do
and
there are so many people to meet. I wonder what will happen if
the novelty of these new experiences wear off.

SEPT. 7, i 9 4 2

LABOR

DAY

Ye gads, was it hot today! The heat was blistering. Shirrell
declared a Project holiday today to celebrate Labor Bay, and the
entire population, gathered at the firebreak to pay tribute to Old
Glory.
There' was a deadening silence as the stars and stripes flut
tered and climbed high into tho empty blue sky up the 102-foot
mast. The Boy Scouts bugles sounded "To The Colors", and a stir
ring emotion unconsciously gripped me when the flog unfurled it
self in the breeze high over the rows of drab, brown, barracks.
Tie Boy Scouts and Girl "Reserves stood at rigid attention and
before I knew it, young lcids began to keel over with sunstrokes.
I counted five in half-hour.
I have always known Labor Day to be the hottest day in the
year, but today was exceptionally terrific.

OCT. 18,1942

eiOCK

MEETING

Block meetings were held in all block mess halls tonight to de
cide on whether or not we should construct a movie theater in the
Project. It so happened that Mr. Mendail Smith of the Administra^
tion took the initiative of purchasing lumber with, the community
enterprise' money without the knowledge of the evacuees. The issei, who never did attend movies in the cities, are infuriated to
a hysterical pitch of being obstinate enough to deny their ICQ viecrazy children a wonderful recreational outlet. (Iroaisally,when
the movies were shown block by block in the mess hailg a.'few
months later, issei literally.fought for admittance tickets.)
I suppose idleness and mental effect of evacuation have orach
to do with their bitterness. Some issei, blinded with heated emotion, arc ctfen "taking it out" on the bill staff here for being
forced out from their homes, businesses and farms. I'm terribly
dismayed to watch our parents' mind pervert so. It's pathetic.
It seems that at ovory block meeting, the precarious citizen
ship status of the nisei is sarcastically jeored by few of the

Impetuous issei. I worked myself into such a rage tonight that I
stood up to speak. I felt heroic but later it occurred to me
that I piojected myself as a "martyr".
elementarily iOrgetting my position as one of the editors of
Tie Dispatch, I openly stated that I was in favor of building a
theater. My youthful impudence enraged the issei. Tearful of
being reproached by their parents, the nisei in the crowd failed
to "back me up". Consequently, some of the issei suggested that
I might be an "inu", or an informer of the Administration.
I may have jeopardized my reputation in the block but I per
sonally don't give a damn.

NOV. 6, 1942

A

BIT

OF

i!

OUTSIDE "

The entire Dispatch staff took a day off to assist the farmers
in their harvest. All felt good riding down the highway seeing
signboards and gas stations again.

NOV. 18, 1942

FISH

FISH

FISH

Air is biting cold outside and the flimsy barracks quiver like
jelloi on a chill morning. It's a good thing, WEIA had the fore
sight of insulating these army barracks and installed coal stoves
in each apartment; otherwise we'll freeze this winter. The G.I.
blankets are itchy but nevertheless they keep us warm.
We had fish again today. It's fish, fish, fish, almost ev
ery other day. Issei love fish but I will go for hamburgers any day.
Tonight I toasted some bread on the stove to avert "starva
tion". I 'ITL dreaming of a thick juicy -tenderloin smothered with
raw onions.

DEC. 1 ,19 4 2

NOSTA LGI A

I've been, going to Tho Dispatch office every night for two
weeks now to run tho magazine pages on the mimoo-mc.chinc. Munio
Otani stayed up with me till one in the morning witxi gawdy groan
end red ink smeared on our faces.
Drank Tanabe dropped in after a dance and joined us. He rela
ted his experiences working in the salmon canneries of Alaska
We walked home slowly and weary between the dark rows of barracks
reminiscing the "civilisation" we'left behind. We thought of the
pink salmons sparkling in the sun, the hardness of the sidewalks,
the sophomore hops, the favorite hot dog stand, 'Dhs Big Game, the
-splotches of golden poppies on the green hills of Moraga, the-
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tbunderl/ig clatter of trolleys on Geary end the kindly old pro
fessor in his dark office in Yheeler hall.
I slipped in "between dust-ladened "blankets quietly so as not
to awaken my father who snored .ana creaked in an army cot nearby.
DEC. 2 7 , 1 9 42
NEW YEAR PREPARATION
You can always depend on these dye-in-the-wool issei to have
the traditional 'mochi', or rice biscuits, on lev; Year wherever
they may be. ken in the blocks axe busily, pounding steamea rice
in improvised 'usu' built in the laundry rooms. Women are -mold
ing patty cakes, singing and laughing. The spirit is extremely
high."lien will have to do without their beloved sane this year.
J A N . 2 , 1 9 4 3
WHITE
C H R I S T M A S
A heavy blanket of virgin white snow had settled down on the
dust-caked floor of Tula Lake dusrirsg tho night; everything is
whits as far as the eyes can see. The hills in the distance are
lilde mounds of ice cream. The drab brown barracks." sparkle in re
freshing drape of white. It gives a guy a Aeaithy, crisp iteiLg.
Christmas and Yew Year had passed by eventlessiy. Little
tykes are playing in the snow, unmindful of the sharp chill wind.
These kids have never seen snow in tueir lives.
A lettex came from Private i-hil Gda from Missouri. A couple
weeks ago, he
a woolen aimy scarf fox Cnri stBR-.s. "The
Christmas for us nisei soldiers was very different iroai ohax o_
the whites," he remarked. "They received gifts from folks back
home but we gave to our people in camps. Yobody expected gifts
and only a few received them but everybody saved and bought very
heavily "out of their army pay. All nisei soldiers were glad to
have been in a position to make their people happy. Il was in
deed the first time when Christmas meant something to us."
sent

me

FEB. 1 5 . 1 9 4 3
DECISION O f A LIFETIME
The army is in the process of registering all male citizens to
find out where their loyalty lies.
• "What the hell," says a guy, "we have to plan our future cour
ses according to how we were treated in the past, ill our lives,
"both our parents and we have been kicked around like unwanted
dogs. Ye never got a chance. There is no future for us in Amer
ica. -Being pushed into camp such as this is evidence enough. '
Although everyone is entitled to his or her own conviction,
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down- in my heart I hope people with sentiments like these axe in
minority. It is too much for me when some of my -friends whom I
have associated closely all my life talk like- this, kvacuaticn
was a tragic mistake. The effect is.slowly warping everyone's
minds to cynicism and defeatism.
I don't want to be bitter and cynical. I want to look ahead:
to -be far-sighted enough to look beyond mv petty grievances,
whims and desires. I have a lifetime to live in America and I'm
not going to throw it away now. I realize that I'm-making a de
cision of my life and my mind is made up. My conviction has al
ways been the same.
f E 6. i 9, I 94 3
U NSHAKA6IE
FAITH
, This morning I strolled over to the Ad building and register
ed.
The questions were simple, duestion 27 and 28 asked me if
I ware still loyal to the United States. I signed 'yes' to both
of them and walked out feeling relieved.
MAR. 4 , i v 4 3
s I DE BY SIDE
A^ few ox Washington's cigar smoking congressmen in their soft
leatiier cnaii-s are charging that we are being pampered and cod
dled. I certainly would like to have one of them live with me
for a week and eat and sleep with us in our dingy barracks. Id
line to see him sit side by side with me in the latrine. It
wouldn't be long before he'll start yelling about his constitu
tional rights.
APR. II, 1 9 4 3
STRANGE
HAPPINESS
I must admit that dancing is one of. the few pastimes which
seems to keep my morale up. Opportunities for social contacts
are .abundant and I'm not cramped with expensive formalities such
as fancy clothes, car, barbecue- stands and "big acme" orchestras.
Lest night, the Bachelors' Club, of which I'm the 7th vice
president, sponsored the debut of i-iclay Tenana's new dance or
chestra. It was a gala dance and the club "brothers" had special
ly ordered- garden-in corsages for their dates-.- • My partner wore it
in her hair. There were program dances and I gave on to Hir o
Uratsu who wanted to see who I brought, end I exchanged others
with Harry Inukai, Mas Ogawn and Mas Inada, the gang at the off
ice. Mickey dedicated a number for mo. He played-, "The Yaltz
You Saved For Me," my favorite number. I came home with a
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strange feeling of happiness. To feel happy in a camp like this
struck me strange.
I'm looking forward to the "Spring Informal" next Saturday.

MAY

12, 1943

GOING ,GOING-,GOING

Joni Shimoda is leaving for Chicago tomorrow. Grace Asai, Stan
Sugiyama, Roy Yokote, I and some of his close friends were invit
ed to, a farewell party tonight. It gives me an empty feeling to
watch the fellows, whom I've become attached to during my stay
here, leave one by one. Riley also leaves tomorrow. Art Morimitsu says he has no other alternative but to volunteer for the
Army to show his loyalty. Ke has applied for Camp Savage.

MAY

15 ,1943

THE; OUTLOOK

Now that I have made plans to leave the Project, I feel like
staying here a little longer. Life here has made me soft and in
dolent. I'm clothed, sheltered and I don't have to worry about
where my next meal is coming from. I feel as though I've become
a part of the dust. I no longer gripe about the physical con
ditions of this camp.
There is no. economic pressure living in a socialised world
such as here, and I am living day to day in purpose less drifting,
planning frivolous things to do tomorrow. It's funny
I want
to prolong this sort of life but if I procrastinated I'll be here
for the duration and ' I don't want to be here when the war ends.
My better conscience tells me that the sooner I re-establish my
self in a normal American community, the better I would" be pre
pared to meet the post-war future.
I must go out and make my living the hard way again. Yet doubt
and fear disturb my mind. Would I be jumping out of a frying pan
into the fire? "Will I be happy outside in a strange community?
To go out means to depart from my life-long friends. It means to
tear myself away from a life of comparative ease and security to
start life all over again. It makes me feel weary. I hope this
will be the last time I'll have to move again.
AND.
this is the brief story of a.poor bewildered nisei and his many
problems. Although government agencies and the public are doing
all they can for him, he knoi?s too well that in the end only he
can save himself.
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